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Introduction

During the past 3.5 years we have addressed the problem of

performing optical processing and holography in light that is

either spatially incoherent, temporally incoherent, or both. We

discovered a variety of new techniques and uncovred a variety of

applications.

The great advantage of incoherent light, as opposed to
coherent, is the noise suppression capability. Another advantage

is that this is the light that dominates in the environment, and

incoherent systems can thus sometimes use, for the system input,

an actual object rather than a photography, or in some cases, a

CRT display can be used as the input. Sometimes the use of an

incoherent system is cumbersome. The techniques for achieving the

incoherent operation may lead to complications. other times,

however, the incoherent techniques are simple. The results, in

either case, are generally quite good.

One of the guiding concepts we have followed is that often
the operation to be carried out does require coherence, but the

coherence need be of only one kind, either spatial or temporal,

and if we retain only the kind of coherence that is needed and

destroy the other kind of coherence, we can gain the advantages
that go with the coherence, but yet retain the favorable SNR that

goes with incoherent light. Overall, the techniques that we have
*developed are diverse, and we judge, likely to prove useful.

2

Research Cbjectives

This report covers three grant periods. We list the research

objectives as given in the three grant proposals

1. Use our white light Fourier transformation process to

both construct and use a spatial matched filter, as well

as to construct and use other types of complex spatial

filters.

2. Analyze the present system limitations and devise ways to

improve the system S/N ratio and increase the space-

bandwidth product that can be accommodated.

...... .... ... * .. . , .. .. .. .". . , .*"-" "-"-••-,"•-."-- ' ," ." . . .- -- ,;- - '- * .' '- , -*b-," t='- , ' "2 '-,-,' •,C ,
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3. Further improve the achromatization through the use of

additional dispersive lenses, either refractive or

diffractive.

4. Explore methods to extend the achromatization methods to

speckle interferometry.

5. Explore various ideas for extending the achromatization

methods to spatially incoherent light, that is, to make

spatially incoherent light act like coherent light, just

as we have made point source white light behave

coherently.

6. Demonstrate white light grating interferometry method of

phase-amplitude recording using phase and phase amplitude

objects from various areas, including engineering and

biological.

7. Extend the white light and incoherent optical processing

concepts into such areas as robotic vision and phase

conjugation, as well as into other areas of image

processing.

8. Investigate the SNR for incoherent optical processing

systems in the presence of artifact noise, detector

noise, and bias build up, and determine the significant

parameters, such as space-band width product of the

system impulse response.

9. Compare the SNR for the coherent case, polychromatic

achromatic coherent case, and the extended source

incoherent case, and characterize the situation when the

coherent (monochromatic or polychromatic) is advantageous

and when the incohernet is advantageous.

-* 10. Examine the trade off between resolution and SNR.

ei
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11. Conduct experimental comparisons between coherent and

incoherent processing to verify the analytic conclusions.

12. Research the technique for making holographic optical

elements in spatially incoherent light, including

a. Examination of the noise reduction achieved by

incoherent illumination.

b. Development of a theory describing noise reduction,

using the concept of a multidimensional transfer

function for noise originating at various positions in

the optical system used for HOE construction.

c. Determining of the range of HOE parameters for which

our technique is applicable, including the range of

conjugate focal planes, and the possibility of making

aspheric HOES.

d. Examination of the aberrations that arise in this new

method of HOE construction.

e. Extention of the incoherent method to the making of

reflection HOES.

f. Development of a comprehensive theory for the creation

of HOES in incoherent light.

13. Develop other areas for incoherent light interferometry,

including incoherent light holography, the construction

of blazed gratings by incoherent methods, the use of

incoherent light in phase conjugation methods, and the

invention of new ideas for incoherent light interferometry

and its application to optical processing.

.!
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Accomplishments

We gave attention to most of these objectives. Our proposal

accomplishments over this period have been:

1. We adapted our grating interferometer method for phase-

amplitude recording to the area of phase conjugation. We

invented and demonstrated a system for comjensation of

aberrations in an imaging system by holographically

recording the way, generating the conjugate, and sending

it through the optical system in a path retracing the

original wave. The system aberrations are therefore

compensated. The old way of doing this (which

incidentally, we invented in 1965) required coherent

light, which is rather noisy. The significant

development here is that our new methods enables us to do

this with light of considerably reduced coherence, thus

reducing the noise.

2. We addressed the bias buildup and SNR in incoherent

optical processing, making an analysis that indicates

that, despite the bias buildup problem in incoherent

processing, which can lead to greatly reduced constrast

at tne output, the incoherent system is generally better

than the coherent for SNR. Thus, if we have a sensitive,

low-noise detector at the output of an incoherent system,

we should do better than if the system were coherent,

that is, when we subtract off the enormous bias at the

output, we get a very weak signal, but the noise should

be, proportionately, even lower.

3. A technique for recording in spatially incoherent light

the Fourier transform of an object was developed, where

the object is the source distribution. This Fourier

transform can be spatially filtered in incoherent light,

and either the filtered image or the autocorrelation

function can be recovered.
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4. A new method of recording the Fourier transform, complete

with amplitude and phase, in light that is completely

spatially incoherent, was discovered. This method uses a

three-grating interferometer, adjusted for broad source

operation. It has several important aspects; for

example, it works on the amplitude transmittance of the

object distribution and it preserves the phase, even

though the light is incoherent.

5. We adapted our method for doing reduced-coherence phase

conjugation to real time processes, and we conducted

experiments to verify the ideas.

6. We carried out an extensive analysis, development and

experimental program on the method of recording in

spatially incoherent light the Fourier transform of an

object. This method, works as if the light were

coherent, even though the light is in fact coherent. For

example, it works on the light amplitude and it preserves

phase.

7. We discovered, a method for making holographic optical

elements in spatially incoherent light. In the process,

we investigated the SNR achievement in making HOES with

incoherent light as opposed to coherent light.

8. The white light spatially incoherent grating interferometry

method for recording phase amplitude image was applied to

image plane holography with successful results.

4'
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9. We examined the noise reduction achieved by making HOES with

incoherent light. We found a significant noise reduction in

all cases where the corresponding coherent case contained

optical elements between the pinhole spatial filters and the

recording plate.

10. We found that high diffraction efficiency could be obtained

even when the light was spatially incoherent.

11. We found that HOES could be produced in broadband light from a

point source and with considerable noise reduction.

12. We demonstrated the nature of the noise reduction process by

use of a dye laser that was scanned across its tuning range

during the exposure time. The fringes and the signal were

found to be stationary, whereas the noise moved across the

field as the wavelength changed.

13. We demonstrated an interesting and useful way of viewing the

noise in a way separate from the signal. The dye laser was

scanned at a slow rate, and multiple pictures were made of the

output, with short enough exposure so that the pattern motion

due to wavelength chain was negligible. Sequential exposures

were then observed as a stereo pair. Whatever patterns were

stationary were seen in one plane, while moving patterns (the

noise) appeared in other planes at a different depth.

14. We generalized the achromatization process of hologram

formation, showing that the achromatization process was in

fact far more general than had been previously shown.

* 15. We conceived a method for forming fringes of arbitrary profile

with incoherent light. This method is applicable to making

holographic diffraction gratings.

16. We conceived a method for optical tomography with incoherent

light.

.E e E.
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Of these accomplishments there are two that we regard as sig-

nificant far beyond all the others. These are items 4 and 7.

;. The recording of a Fourier transformation with incoherent light,

• which behaves as if it had been made with coherent light, is a

Sdevelopment with broad implications, and can be the basis for

- considerable additional developments. Also, the making of zone

- plate patterns in extended source light, without the bias buildup

that characterizes all previous holographic techniques using broad

* source light has considerable implication, which we have

subsequently been examining.

4.

Summary

The bulk of this work has been reported in journals, and we

have therefore compiled this report by using these various

publications as the chapters of the report. We summarize the

various chapters.

Chapter 5.

Phase conjugation methods are combined with coherence

.* reduction techniques.

Chapter 6.

Signal-to-noise in incoherent systems. We show that SNR

improvement in incoherent systems can be simply expressed as the

ratio of the redundancy factor of the incoherent process divided

by the space of the operation being carried out.

Chapter 7.

A method of making Fourier transform holograms with

incoherent light, but in which the process remains linear in

amplitude, is given. This is a substantial portion of the

dissertation of G. Collins.

Chapter 8.

Holographic optical elements (lenses) are formed in

incoherent light with any desired set of conjugate focal planes.

Noise and diffraction efficiency measurements are made.
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- Chapter 9.

Holographic optical elements are made in broadband light by

sweeping a dye laser. Significant noise reduction is

demonstrated. Stereo imaging methods are used to demonstrate the

noise reduction process.

Chapter 10.

The process of achromatization of the holographic process is

generalized.

* Chapter 11.

This paper introduces some new concepts, including fringe
projections and optical tomography with incoherent light.

*Chapter 12.

This paper introduces, among other ideas, a method for

forming fringes of arbitrary profile with incoherent light.
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Chapter 5

Holographic Aberration Compensation with

Partially Coherent Light
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Holographic aberration compensation with partially coherent
light

E. N. Leith and G. J. Swanson

The University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Received August 23, 1982

The aberration-compensation method of passing the conjugate beam from a hologram through the same optical
system used in making the hologram is combined with broad-source interferometer techniques to give, along with

the aberration compensation, considerable noise reduction. As with conventional photography, the image is two
dimensional.

Aberration compensation by conjugation of a wave is ence not only reduces noise from scatterers outside the
well known in both holography and the relatively new image plane but also, as opposed to most other methods,
technique of phase conjugation. In the context of ho- does not require any optical elements, such as a dif-
lography, a distorting medium, such as an aberrated fraction grating, to be placed in the object plane.6 The
lens,1 ground glass,2 or shower glass,3 is placed between presence of a grating in the object plane causes whatever
the object and the recording plate. The hologram noise is on the grating, such as digs and scratches, to
records the aberrated wave, and, in the readout process, appear on the image and is therefore best avoided.
the conjugate wave is generated. This wave traverses Here we combine the phase-conjugation method with
in reverse the path of the object wave, compensating for the incoherent spatial-carrier imaging method, pro-
aberrations in the optical path, and forms an aberra- ducing on the recording medium an image on a carrier
tion-free image, even when the optical system is severely as well as a hologram of the aberrations. The spatial
aberrated. The same method has more recently been coherence of the light is reduced to a degree such that
demonstrated in phase-conjugation technology.4  the coherent noise, of relatively high spatial frequency,

The process works extremely well. In an early ex- is substantially reduced, but sufficient coherence is
* periment, ground glass was inserted into the object- retained that the system aberration, being of low spatial

beam path, completely destroying the image.2 Yet a frequency, is duly recorded as a hologram. The lower
sharp image was obtained from the conjugate wave of the spatial frequencies of the aberration, the better this
the hologram. However, the process has the short- can be done, since the required coherence in holography
coming of requiring coherent light, which is quite noisy. depends on the spatial frequencies to be recorded.
The use of incoherent light removes the coherent noise, An optical system for realization of the method is
but unfortunately the conjugation process, as originally shown in Fig. 1. G1, G2, and G 3 are diffraction gratings,
given, requires coherent light, all of spatial frequency f1, forming a three-grating in-

' Clearly, having both the low noise of incoherent im- terferometer that produces fringes at the output plane
agery and the aberration compensation of the holo- Po in light that can be both spatially and temporally
graphic method would be highly desirable since ex- incoherent. GG is a moving diffuser for spoiling the
changing a low-resolution, low-noise image for a high- spatial coherence of the laser beam. The upper beam
resolution, high-noise one may be dubious. Here we is formed by the +I order of G1, the -I order of G2, and
describe a technique that allows the compensation the 0 order of G3. The lower beam is formed by the 0
process to be carried out with light of greatly reduced order of Gl and G 2 and the +1 order of G3. The other
spatial coherence. The method is based on the use of orders of the gratings are discarded or, even better, are
broad-source interferometry in off-axis holography, the not produced at all, a feat theoretically possible with the
making of an image-plane hologram rather than a proper construction of holographic gratings. For ex-
Fresnel or Fourier-transform hologram of the object, ample, a properly designed thick holographic grating
and the fact that the noise typically predominates in will exhibit, because of Bragg effects, only a zero-order
high spatial frequencies, whereas the aberrations are beam and one first-order beam. L and L' are a pair of
slowly varying, lenses, each inserted into one of the two beams. The

* By forming an image rather than recording a holo-
gram, one can eliminate the coherence requirements
with respect to the object. If the image contains both G. ,
phase and amplitude, a spatial carrier can be introduced G

and thereby permit both to be recorded on photographic 0
film, a process that is like holography, indeed is often
termed image-plane holography, but in fact goes back 0
to Ives.5 In particular, the use of incoherent-light in- t1
terferometers enables the process to be done with an
extremely good signal-to-noise ratio since the incoher- Fig. I. Optical setup for the process.

0146-9592/82/120596-0351.00/0 C 1982, Optical Society ,f America
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upper lens, L, images the object onto P. The lower which will be true if U varies sufficiently slowly and if
beam provides a reference function, so that s is recorded the angular subtense of the extended source, and
on a carrier. Letting s = Islexp(io), a complex function, therefore the maximum o, is not too great.
the interference pattern at P0 is A point at x0 on the signal s gives a point-spread

( exp(i27rfx) + Islexp(i0)12 = 1 + s12 + Isl function

X cos(27rfIx - 4). (1) U0 = S(xo)u(x - xo)exp(i2rfox) (7)

The phase 0 is accurately introduced into the fringe at plane P.. As before, the exponential term depends
pattern regardless of the spatial coherence. However, on the source element. This is recorded as the holo-
only limited spectral broadening of the source is per- gram component

* mitted; otherwise the phase would be lost since the
" phase delay produced by a thickness Az in the object is As(xo)l u(x - x0 )lcos[21rf Ix - 4(x.) - P. (x - o),

2rAz/A, which is wavelength dependent. (8)
Let the photographic record, in its original position,

be illuminated by a duplicate of the reference beam but where 4v. is the phase of u. The interference process
traveling in the opposite direction. A beam of light, has eliminated the source-dependent term exp(i27rfox),
Isl exp(-io), is generated, which then forms an image s* and the carrier f, has come from the reference beam.
(or 1s12 in irradiance) at the object plane. The physical description is that each source pointSuppose a slowly varying aberration exists in the projects the signal beam S to a different center position
object-beam path, produced perhaps by the lens L. For at the Fourier-transform plane; thus the aberration U
convenience, suppose that the phase error resides at a affects the Fourier transform somewhat differently for
plane where the Fourier transform of s is formed. This each fo. For slowly varying U, these shifts can be ne-
is a common procedure, which simplifies the analysis glected. The assumption of a slowly varying aberration
to that of a spatial-filtering operation, with no essential function is realistic except in the case of rather severe
loss of generality. Let the aberration be U = exp(io.). aberrations; consequently, it appears that there may be
Let the object be illuminated by a monochromatic ex- an optimum source-size region where the source is large
tended source. Each element of the source produces enough to give significant noise reduction while still
a beam exp(i21rfx) impinging upon the object s. For enabling the aberration to be recorded.
convenience. we drop the third dimension, y. The ex- The readout process, also carried out with a broad
tension to the third dimension is trivial. The total il- source, is conceptually simpler than the recording

* lumination can then be considered a summation of in- process, since a coherent reference beam is not required.
coherent beams, each with a different fo, related to the One plane-wave component of the readout beam is( angle of incidence by fo = sin(0o/X) a 0,/X. These exp[-i2r(fI + fo)xj; the ft term signifies that the beam
various beams are mutually incoherent and thus sum travels generally in a direction retracing the original
as irradiances rather than as amplitudes, reference-beam path, and the term f, describes the

Each beam interacts with the object, producing the broadening of the source about the average value ft.
products exp(i2rfox). At the Fourier-transform plane, The conjugate beam from the hologram, s*(xo)u*(x -
the field is S(f, - f,), where S is the Fourier transform xo)exp -i27rfx, is Fourier transformed to produce
of s, and after passing through the phase aberration
becomes s*(xo)U*(f -Jo)exp(i2rfxo), (9)

Uo = S(f. - f)U, (2) which is multiplied by the aberration U(fx). Again,
which, at the image plane P,, becomes making the approximation U*(f - f,,) = U*(f.), we

e"-) ,have UU* = 1, the aberration cancels, and an unaber-
u = s exp(i27rfox) * u, (3) rated image appears at the output.

" where u is the Fourier transform of U. The concept was verified experimentally in a setup
The theory of the broad-source interferometer like that shown in Fig. 1. The gratings were of spatial

. cess requires that the function s * u be multiplied by frequency ft = 200 cycles/mm, and the lenses L and L'
exp(i2,fox). If the output image were (s * u) were identical single-element lenses of focal length 22exp(i2-x) Ifthcoulde regardedpaute image o an *cm. The light was obtained by spoiling the spatial co-
ojectpitributions coulluminre aed ya peiane wfae herence of a He-Ne laser by placing a rotating groundobject distribution s * u, illuminated by a plane wave
exp(i27rf~x). The reference beam would similarly glass in the laser-beam path. The size of the effective
contain a term exp(i27rfox), the two beams would then source is the size of the laser beam at the plane where
form an interference pattern independent of f), and a it intercepts the diffuser. The lenses were stopped so
broad source could be used.8 Thus we ask: Under that spherical aberration was negligible. Since the
what conditions can the approximation other Seidel aberrations are zero for a point object on

axis, the reference-beam lens L' was essentially a perfect. ,,1,s.exp(i27rfx),* A a (s * u)exp(i2rfox) (4) lens. The lens L. since it is imaging a nonzero field,
" be made? Fourier transforming this equation yields exhibits astigmatism and coma, which serve as the ab-

erration U. To heighten these, the lens L was skewed,
S(f[ - f,,)U(f,) S(f, - f,)U(f, - f"), (5) so that the object was off axis.or, equivalently, The size of the source should be a compromise. Thelarger the source, the more the noise is reduced, but if

U(f) U(f. - fo), (6) it is too large, the aberration U will not be well recorded.

. .. ..............
Z . . . . - . . . . . . . - . - . - . ' ' . . . - . , . . - . . - , . . . . - . . - - . . . . - . - . ' . . , . . . . . . . . .
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'. .. moved, the reference beam was introduced, and a ho-.4
-. Y~' '"'4. -"j logram was recorded. The hologram was removed,

p* developed, then placed back in its original position, and
"' *i~r'.' " -. a readout beam was introduced, identical with the ref-

erence beam but traveling in the opposite direction.
* l4 ." ne The correction achieved is excellent, but there is a great
'. 1 -;. ' I 4 -l .deal of noise [Fig. 2(b)]. Next the source was broadened

; .'" -: - to its experimentally determined optimum, and a ho-
* •4 " . " '-s-" logram again was recorded. The reconstruction was

;- " made as in Fig. 2(b), but with a broadened source of

a IQ,:"- identical angular extent to that used in making the
IN& .hologram [Fig. 2(c)]. The resolution is essentially the

. ,. .. same as before, but there is considerable noise reduc-
... ."tion; only the low-spatial-frequency components of the

" . .. * noise remain. Finally, so the relative effects of sourcer" - IIv.'" .l ii broadening in the making and readout steps could be
Sll seen, the point-source hologram was read out with a

- Wlli - broad source [Fig. 2(d)]. The result is a lesser reduction
(a) (b) in noise, giving a reconstruction with noise intermediate

(b) "between the cases of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).
The experimental results can be interpreted as the

C . use of two zero-field, or collimating, lenses to give the
L -"" effect of a conventional, nonzero-field imaging lens.

" Even in this limited context, the technique has con--- Nsiderable potential value, since zero-field lenses can be
simple and inexpensive, yet quite good, and imaging

, • __ U ] "lenses of good quality could be many times more ex-
. - .. pensive. Other configurations, in which there is no
f.iI * matching lens in the reference beam, may be possible

*A and would give the technique the broader and more-S fit -- W ,., J : general capability of making an inadequate imaging lens
off E ,.,into a better one. Also other interferometers could be

used, such as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
C.-, gratiaq interferometer, however, has two advantages:! itis easier toadjust for broad source fringesand itgives

:=m-ow better fringes under broad source illumination.
1'. 1  I. 113 Also the method carries over to the related area of

• . . phase conjugation, in which the potential range of ap-
(c) (d) plication is far greater because of the real-time capa-

bility of the phase-conjugation process.
Fig. 2. Experimental results. (a) Conventional imaging of This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force Office
s onto P0, i.e., point-source illumination, with reference beam of Scientific Research (grant AFOSR-81-0243) and by
blocked. (b) Using point source, making a hologram at P o
and playing back through L with a conjugate wave. (c) Same the National Science Foundation (grant ECS-790-
as (b) but with an extended source in making and in readout. 1647).
(d) Same as (b) and (c) but with a broad source for making and
a point source in readout.
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Coherence Reduction in Phase Conjugation Imaging

E.N. Leith, Hsuan Chen, Y.S. Cheng, and G.J. Swanson

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. MI 48109

and

1.C. Khoo

Wayne State University, Detroit, MI

Abstract

A 'method is presented for performing phase conjugation with radiation of reduced

spatial coherence, using broad-source interferometry
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Coherence Reduction in Phase Conjugation Imaging

The phase conjugation imaging technique has the capability for producing

diffraction-limited resolution even in severely aberrated imaging systems. In this tech-

nique, various beams are mixed in a non-linear medium. An object-bearing beam, pass-

ing through the medium, generates a conjugate beam uo, which retraces the path of

the original beam u, and the aberrations in u* are then compensated by the aberra-

tions of the imaging system. This process, carried out in real timejis similar to a pro-

cess developed in static holography in 1965.- 3

The process in a basic way requires coherent light, which is poor for imaging.

First, coherent light, when interacting with a diffuse material, either by reflection from

it or transmission through it, acquires a speckly appearance. Second, any scattering

or perturbing structure along the optical path results in noise that overlays the image.

There appears to be basically two alternatives in imaging through an aberrating

system. First, we can carry out the imaging process in a conventional way, using

incoherent light, thereby achieving a good signal to noise ratio, but degraded resolu-

tion. Second, we can carry out the process in a phase conjugation process with

coherent light, thereby achieving improved resolution but a poorer signal to noise

ratio.

One solution to this problem was given by Huignard et. 4 In this method, one in

effect makes a sequence of hundreds of exposures, each with a different noise function.

The recording medium adds these, giving a resultant where the noise is reduced by the

averaging process.

We propose a second method, which achieves a comparable result using an

" essentially different principle. Instead of making a large number of coherent opera-

tions in sequence, we perform a single operation with light of reduced spatial coher-
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ence, and possibly also of reduced temporal coherence. This method is an adaptation

of a method previously described for static holographic imaging through a phase-

. distorting medium5

Description of the Method

The method, in the embodiment we have used for its demonstration, is shown in

Fig. 1. Light from a laser source is passed through an interferometer that splits the

incident light into two beams, then recombines them The first element is a beam

splitter, and the remaining elements are mirrors that redirect the beams so that they

are brought together again at the plane of the phase conjugating medium. One of the

two beams is the object beam, which contains an object and an aberrated imaging sys-

tem. as well as some noise, resulting from such various defects as dust. digs and

scratches on the lenses, etc. Lenses L3 and L4, arranged in the telescopic configura-

* tion, image the object 0 onto the phase conjugating medium P. Mirror M4 reflects the

reference beam back on itself and it passes again through the conjugating medium, a

conjugate beam u* is generated. The conjugate beam travels through the imaging sys-

* tem in reverse and forms an image.

The object beam carries the image, the aberrations and the noise. ideally, the

. image information should be perfectly passed, so that a high resolution image can be

L. formed. The phase error, too, should be preserved, so that it can be cancelled in the

conjugation process, thus permitting the high resolution that we seek. The noise, how-

ever, should be reduced, i.e., smoothed out, so that it no longer degrades the image.

We can, for example, reduce the noise by reducing the spatial coherence of the light;

*- indeed, complete spatial incoherence would essentially eliminate the noise entirely.

*e However, the reduction in coherence would also partially destroy the image and phase

* error information that is to be transferred onto the conjugate beam.

7
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However, by forming an image on the conjugation plane, the coherence require-

ments for preserving the image information become nil--perfectly incoherent light

would do. The aberrations, on the other hand, originate at a plane other than the

object plane; indeed, the aberration sources are distributed, arising from entire

regions rather than from single plane. Thus, the aberration sources are not imaged at

the conjugation plane.

The abberrations, are in general slowly varying; therefore, they require only a low

degree of coherence for their preservation. The noise, however, is generally of higher

spatial frequency. Therefore, we expect that the spatial coherence can be reduced to a

degree such that the noise is significantly reduced, but that the aberration is essen-

tially preserved. Indeed, if the aberrations are varying sufficiently slowly, considerable

reduction in coherence is permissible, with good aberration preservation along with an

enormous noise reduction.

We can reduce the coherence of the source in one of the many ways; the simplest

is to place a rotating ground glass in the beam near the source point. The degree of

coherence reduction depends on how far the ground glass is from the source. Another

point that is important in the present context is that this method supposes the field to

change rapidly compared to the time constant of the conjugation process. Otherwise,

the process will be a sequence of coherent recordings, instead of a single recording

with partially coherent light.

The reduced coherence will tend to destroy the interference fringes produced at

the conjugation plane by the superposition of the object and reference beams. How-

ever, the interferometer of Fig. 1, which is basically a modified Mach Zehnder, is capa-

ble of broad source operation. The production of fringes under broad source illumina-

tion is an important aspect of classical interferometry, and is discussed in texts on

interferometry.6 If the beams are adjusted so that the corresponding rays in the two

............... "................... ... ,... .. .....-..... .-.......... .
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beams, i.e., rays that come from a single ray impinging on the beam spliter, are

brought back together, then the two beams will interfere in this plane even when the

source has reduced coherence. It has been shown that, for the Mach Zehnder inter-

ferometer, the number of fringes obtained from a monochromatic extended source is

approximately 7

(2A,)2
where AO is the angle subtended by the source at the collimating lens L. This relation

allows a large number of fringes, perhaps, several thousand, even for a source that is

many times larger than what the system would see as a point source.

Experimental Results

To perform the experiment, we first construct a controlled aberration by coating a

portion of a glass slide with optical cement to a thickness of about 100-200 microns.

'the coating, rather irregular in thickness, provided an aberration that varied from

region to region. The object beam, a few mm. in diameter intercepted, only a portion

of the aberration plate, and by moving the plate, a suitable aberration could be

injected into the beam.

The system was first tested using conventional, static holography, that is, using

photographic plate instead of a phase conjugation material. The object was a grid of 4

fine slits of width 1 mm. The hologram was developed and replaced in its original posi-

tion, the object beam was blocked, and the reference beam was reflected by a mirror

M4 back through the system, providing the required conjugate wave. Photographs of

the reconstruction (Fig. 2 ) show the process works as expected. The aberrated image

is shown in 2a, just as it appears at the plane of hologram formation. Figures 2b and 2c

show the reconstruction with light of reduced coherence in both the making and

readout steps. Figure 2b differs from 2c, in that the hologram was used in a liquid

'.. .

..* .... . . . .
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a b

c d

Fig. 2 Experimental results, using conventional

((i.. e.,static) holo graphy. (a) conventional

(not holographic) imag ing with part ially

coherent light th rough the aberration. (b)

imaging using holography and reduced c oherence.

Also, a flat glass plate was coupled to the

emuls ion surface using an indexc matching

* fluid. (c) same as b. but without the glass plate.

(d) imaging using holo graphy and complete

spatial coherence.

. .......
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gate, that is, a glass plate was fluid-coupled to the emulsion side of the hologram in the

reconstruction process. This greatly reduced the noise from surface defects on the

emulsion. Finally, Fig. 2d shows the result when the process was carried out with

coherent light. The phase error compensation is very good, but the noise level is high.

By rotating the mirror, M4 the reference beam could be aimed in various direc-

- tions, so that the conjugate beam path could be shifted, thus making the phase error

compensation imperfect. When this was done, the principal effect was to produce cur-

vature in the slit images, sometimes with some slight broadening (Fig. 2) The mirror

was adjusted until the slit images became straight, whereupon the system was assumed

. to be properly adjusted.

For the real time, or phase conjugation process, a thin film of nematic liquid cry-

stal was used as the phase conjugation medium,8 in conjunction with an argon laser

(5145 A line) with an optimum power of 3.0 watts. The laser was divided equally into the

reference and object beams. "the total laser power (object, reference and reconstruc-

. tion beams all together) incident on the nematic film, after passage through the opti-

cal system, was about 0.2 watts. A second beam splitter BSI was placed between the

object and the mirror M3 so as to separate the phase conjugated image from the

object. The liquid crystal MBBA (p-methoxbenzylidene-p-n-butylaniline) was homeo-

tropically aligned, with the director axis parallel to the plane defined by the two

incident beam propagation vectors (reference and object) and the optical polarization

of the beams was normal to the director axis. For this configuration, the nonlinearity

arises from the thermal indexing effect 9 (i.e., d n dT, where n is the refractive index

for the ordinary ray, and T the temperature. The diffraction efficiency for the MBBA

film was about 0.1 percent at room temperature, but it can be increased by raising the

temperature to close to the nematic -* isotropic transition. Typically a diffraction (or

wavefront conjugation) efficiency of about 3 percent is obtainable.

- ,. .*.* *.. , . . . .
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Fig. 3. Phase conjugation results, using a circular

aperture fo r the obje ct. (a) photographic record

of the ob ect1 a fter imaging through the

aberrat in g medium. and using light of reduced

coherence. (b) phase conjugation imaging with ligh

of reduced spatial coherence. (c) same as b, b ut

with completely coherent light.
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a b c

Fig. 4. Image o f a slit (a) formed with incoherent

light, (b ) form ed u si ng p hase c okiju gation with

light of reduced coherence, (c )formed using

phase conjugation with completely coherent

light.
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We show experimental results using two different objects. Figure 3 shows results

using as an object just the laser beam, a circular distribution of light about 1 mm. in

diameter. The aberrated beam, the phase conjugation beam using light of reduced

spatial coherence, and the phase conjugation beam using coherent light are shown in

Figs. 3 a,b, and c, respectively. The noise reduction in the incoherent case is quite evi-

dent.

Figure 4 shows similar results, except that the object was a slit. Again, the phase

conjugation image using light of reduced spatial coherence has resolution just about as

good as for the coherent case, and the signal to noise ratio is much superior

This work was supported by the National science foundation (Grants ECS-790-1647

* and ECS 802-6775 and the air force office of Scientific Research (Grant AFOSR-81-0243).
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Chapter 6

Analysis of SNR in Incoherent Optical Processing
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Analysis of SNR in Incoherent Optical Processing

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades there has been considerable discussion as to the rela-

tive merits of coherent and incoherent optical processing (1-3). It has been noted that

the incoherent system has many channels for the transmission of the same informa-

tion, giving a redundancy that leads to noise suppression. Recent analys-s by

Lowenthal and Chavel supports this conclusion in a detailed and quantital.ive :..' 5)

and suggests that, whenever possible, incoherent processes shoL, d be isc' r-.. th..-

, ' ~* ***** **.'..-

'.5 *%.
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the coherent.

What kind of optical processing operations can be done incoherently? Essentially,

• .any linear space invariant operation can be done either coherently, or incoherently.

Although there are many systems for doing either coherent or incoherent optical pro-

*: cessing, there are two that stand out as being rather basic ones, and our discussion is

in terms of these. The first (Fig. 1), produces what is sometimes called the spatial

domain synthesis, or convolution. The signals is imaged onto a reference function, or

impulse response, r, and at the plane P, on axis, the function

g fs-rdxdy(

*is generated. By moving s through the aperture, the output becomes either

- a convolution or a cross-correlation, depending on how s is inserted. If a cylindrical

lens is used in combination with L3 , the operation is one dimensional, being either

g =fs (z-x',y)r (,yj)rz (2)

or

g =f s(x'-,y)r (x,y)dz (3)

the former being a cross-correlation, and the latter a convolutien. For the two dimen-

* sional case, a two-dimensional scanning movement of s' is required, yielding a 2-

* dimensional correlation or convolution.

If coherent light is used, the system is linear in amplitude, whereas with

-ncherme being a y c~ero is linear in irradiance. a specic c.o : oours when a point
....... o, ~ ~ *.b*.*
...... cae*atodiesinl cnnn ovmnto si rqied iednga*
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S.

or line source of white light is used; the system then behaves as a coherent system,

even though the light is temporarily incoherent.

Complex functions s and r can be handled by placement on a carrier;

s-*Se+Is Icos(27rfoz+V),r-&rj + Ir Jcos(21T1f +rp1r) where sb and rb are bias terms, and

• . ,r are the arguments of s and r respectively. This method applies equally whether

- the system is coherent or incoherent. There are two problems; the output is on a car-

"* rier f.. and is accompanied by a strong bias, fsbr dx. In the coherent case, the bias

is removed by spatial filtering at the focal plane of L1 and the carrier is removed by a

combination of spatial filtering at the focal plane of L 1 and the detection process at the

output. For the incoherent case, such filtering is not available; thus the output signal

is on a carrier and is accompanied by a bias, both of which have to be removed elec-

tronically. The second basic case (Fig. 4.2) is called the frequency domain synthesis or

spatial filtering method. A mask at the focal plane of L, is a spatial filter, and the out-

put is the input signal modified by the filter. Again, complex values for s and r can be

realized by placing s and r on spatial carriers. For the incoherent case, the transfer

function becomes the autocorrelation function of the spatial filter mask. It had at one

time been believed that, with the incoherent system, arbitrary transfer functions were

not possible; the only realizable transfer functions were those that could be written as

an autocorrelation function. Lohmann 9howed that this supposition is not true2 and

described a basic method for arbitrary complex filters for incoherent spatial filtering

Thus, the incoherent frequency domain synthesis is just as general as the incoherent

spatial domain synthesis. The output, as in the spatial domain synthesiscomes with a

bias and a carrier, and therefore requires electronic detection to separate the signals

from the bias and remove the carrier.

2. Bias Buildup

a.,.' .' :...;, ..... :. . .. , ...... - .. - . .. .. ..: . .. .. . .. .. - .. -..: . ,. . .. . -.., .
-- '.. . . . . . . .. * .dh* U"f~Wi mm m--

°
"""" m m[ 

°
'""*"*""'' ''..." "? 

"
" ' "" 

'" '
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The bias term is more than just an inconvenience requiring electronic dctection

and filtering to remove. It can be overwhelming, leading to poor SNR, even though the

system incoherence has made the noise level very low. Any comprehensive discussion

of the SNR ot coherent vs incoherent systems must take into account this bias term.

We disuss the bias buildup in terms of several examples, starting with relatively

simple, specific cases and progressing to the more general cases.

In the 1960's, a number of researchers developed methods for making Fresnel or

* Fourier holograms in spatially incoherent light. Typically, an interferometer was used,

which converted every point of the object into a structure

.[ 1 +cos(21rf,,+PX2] (4)
in the case of the Fresnel method, or

a:(1+cosO2rf z) (5)

- in the Fourier case. Here, a. is the object amplitude, f, is a constant carrier, the

same for all object points. P is a constant, and f I is a carrier different for each object

point. If the object consists of N discrete points, which for simplicity we take to be of

" equal spacing and equal amplitude, then the Fresnel hologram is formed by recording

an irradiance distribution.

I=&2 11+cos[21rf, (z --nx,)4-T --nz 1)2 B (6)

*5 If we assume all N signals overlap, then the bias term increases or builds up arithmeti-

* cally, i.e., proportional to N, whereas the root mean square amplitude of the signal

builds up as VW , so that the fringe contrast, the ratio of rms amplitude of the fringes

to the bias, is proportional to 1/ NIT . Thus, high contrast fringes are obtained only for

the case of one or a few object points; for the case of several hundred object points, the

contrast is vanishingly small. Experience has shown that for more complex objects,

such as continuous tone objects, the SNR of the reconstructed image is very poor,

despite the expected noise advantage of using incoherent light.

,................................... . .
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These results can be duplicated using the basic convolving system of Fig. 1 . The

signal s is an array of slits . representing the delta-function object points. The refer-

ence function is a cylindrical off-axis Fresnel zone plate. The output irradiance is

recorded as a function of time through a slit at x = 0 while the object s is moved

through the aperture.

The incoherent convolving system can also be used for the reconstruction process,

the compression of the dispersed signals into point images. The hologram previously

constructed is used as a signal a, and the same reference function used for making the

hologram is used for compression. The bias buildup that occurs in forming the holo-

gram was produced by the overlapping process. Since the present process is one of

compressing overlapping signals, one might suspect that the mechanism for further

bias buildup is absent, but analysis shows this is not the case.

Let the signal, have transmittance

T o =so +a@ cos[21,rf. (z -,= 1) i(z -,=x 1)2] (7)

and the reference function r have transmittance

T'=4+Ycos(21rf, x+x2x) (B)
where we take re = 1/20. We place the recorded signal in the system of Fig. 1. If we

choose coherent operation, then the a.bove functions represent amplitude transmit-

, tances. For an incoherent system, the above are to be intensity (or irradiance)

* transmittances. We form the cross-correlation of the two signals, producing at the out-

- put

"X:sL ]La, sinc[PL(x'+zi) ]cos [27f. (z'.x)-x'(x'+x) (9)

where L is the aperture, or integration interval; this is just the usual hoIc~rEpc!..c

*. image, but on a spatial carrier fo and on a bias. The signal to bias ratio is a,, / sb I

we assume that the spacing zx is equal to the resolution, this ratio is also a'm -

............ ••..". .....-. --. - . .0..
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*, mately the mean signal to bias ratio. The corresponding ratio on the hologram is
SvWasb, . Thus, the signal to bias ratio has been reduced in the same manner as in the

* hologram making process.

The physical basis of this enormous bias buildup can be understood in a rather

physical. yet quantitative, way. We consider first the conventional image formation

process in a hologram (Fig. 3).

L3

H 0_
OL  HOL r

a- b

Fig. 3

711 Fig. 3a shows the conventional hologram reconstruction process. The field on

readout consists of a bias term s0 and the image term u, as well as a conjugate term

-" not of interest here. The ratio of mean intensity of the image wave to the bias wave is

" Iu 1/s2. The wave u propagates to the image plane, forming an image s. The energy

is unchanged in the process. If we assume for simplicity that the image is the same

size as the hologram aperture, the signal to bias ratio is unchanged, since Is 12= lu i2

"" By using off-axis holography, the bias term is separated from the image. If the basic

Gabor in-line method is used, the bias and image terms overlap.

Next we reconstruct with the convolutional system previously discussed ig

3b). Conceptually, we may think of the rcferencf- functicn Y-r as ov: :Ly ., th2

[' .-- • .. "... . :. 5 -, . . . .... . ' * -,,'-* *..' . .- ,--, ,..,.. -. .. .... .. .• . . .- . , ........ . .. .. .-.--. :.--...
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hologram, rather than being imaged on it. The bias term 1/2 is a multiplier that gives

a resultant bias 4sb. The r portion is a zone plate, of which the positive focal length

* term exp(-j(27rfz+f6x2 )] is used. The portion exp[-j(27rf.Z)] has a prism effect,

*bringing the image wave u into the line with the bias term. The quadratic term, in

combination with the lens L3, constitutes a telescope taking the virtual image, which

forms at the front focal plane of the zone plate lens, and reforming it at the back focal

focal plane of L3, with magnification M = F3 / Fp. where Fzp is the focal length of the

zone plate lens, and also the focal length of the hologram.

For the one dimensional case ( which for convenience is what we consider), the

image brightness is reduced in proportion to the magnification, giving a brightness dis-

tribution s /M, and a mean irradiance s 2 /M.

Now consider what the process does to the bias term. As shown in Fig. 4 the

-. reference mask attenuates the bias level by a factor r e = 1/2. The lens L3 focusses the

• light into a sinc function of Rayleigh-criterion width L= 2XF0/ L, which we approximate

by a rect function of width I.

Sb

Fig. 4

The increase of brightness is in the ratio L/L=LL/2XF3, givin; a bias irradiance level

to . , . -.° , - . , . . . , o o . * o . . - . . . ° . . . . . . . . • . .••. • ° • . . . ...
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Ib=s L21 2\F3  (10)

The signal to bias irradiance ratio is then

R=. s F / Fs (1)

S6 -2L 2/ /2XF 3

The zone plate focal length F, is ia/ XP, giving

R =(s 2 / s6) (2m/ PL2 ) (12)

The space bandwidth product of an image point, as recorded on the hologram (or

equivalently, of r) is readily shown to be N. = 1PL 2/ ir giving

R = (xi SJVN,% (13)

We thus see a large bias buildup factor, equal to the space-bandwidth product of

the point spread function of the process performed.

Physically, what has happened is rather simple. The system has conducted the

.ignal part to the output plane with essentially no change in brightness beyond that

produced by a magnification factor. The bias term, however, has been concentrated

into a small region, with a consequent buildup in intensity proportional to SW. This bias

term remains fixed at the sampling point for the entirety of the processing, while the

processed image crosses the sampling aperture, one resolution element at a time.

With coherent illumination, the bias term can be removed by various means,

including spatial filtering at the focal plane of L i , or a sideways displancement of the

sampling slit so as to avoid the bias term. However, when the illumination is

incoherent, neither option is available. The usual way to remove the bias is then by

temporal filtering of the detector output, an option made possible because when the

input signal and reference function signals are on a spatial carrier, the output will be

on a temporal r carrier. The process requires detecting a low contrast signal, a pro-

cess that can be quite noisy. The bias term traveling through the system will generate

arifact noise from scatterers in the optical system, and signal-dependent detector

noise will be enormously icreased. Thus, the lower noise level of the incoherent system

...............- i~K
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is offset by the decreased signal level. If the bias buildup factor dominates, then, the

incoherent method is in fact worse that the coherent.

The above results can be obtained on a basis divorced from optics. We consider

*' the convolution process

L/2

(sb+s) * (rb+r)=[sbrbe,+ F(SR)I (14)

where, for rb = 1/2, the first term becomes Lsb /2.

Now, let

r =)cos(27rjo z +Pz'

=1/4expj (21rfJ z+pX2)+ 1/4exp-j(21rfz+pZ
2 ) (15)

" The Fourier transform of r is

"..1".' RI/4 xp-, (f - f . ) 2  (f +f.)2 16

R / 4 L Tl e p - + e x p jf ( 1 6

or. for the single sideband case,

f.v)2 17:" Ir (f-.)
R=/4- exp-, (17)

After filtering, the signal energy is attenuated by a factor i/ 16f, or i/ 8P for the dou-

ble sideband case. The signal to bias ratio of the output is then

lot_ S S i - S2 1 (15)
,:; s ,1/ 4sL s#L 2 s62 2Nh^

which, (except for a factor 2) agrees with the previous result.

This result can be demonstrated on a rather general basis. Let the Fourier

transform of r be R. From Parseval's theorem we have

fr2=fI R 2orLr2= WIR 12 (19)

2 2V

For a high contrast mask, ra + r, with rb = 1/2, we expect ri to be of the order of 1/4,

giving

S* '~',,,;' * *,,"*.. .. " .;'. . ... .. .* ,. %
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I R 12=L/ 4W (20)

The filter R thus gives an irradiance attenuation of L 1 4 W. If we take the statis-

tics of the output signal s. to be the same as that of the input signal s, then

s.'= ,S1 4 W,

and we have for the signal to bias irradiance ratio

Iwo =.s2 (L/4W) ,3 (21)

The full benefit of the reduced noise resulting from the incoherent illumination is

thus fully realized only for processing operations where the space bandwidth product is

unity. The most commonplace example is conventional image formation. The bias

buildup phenomenon is entirely absent, regardless of the system resolution, and it is

clear that the use of coherent illumination would be foolish in all but exceptional cir-

cumstances, such as the unavailability of incoherent illumination. Other operatiol

which involve a modification of the image corresponding to an r with space bandwidth

product of the order of one, include image subtraction, psuedocolor generation, place-

ment of a signal onto a spatial carrier (i.e., image plane holography), phase contrast

recording, etc. Excellent successes have been reported using incoherent light for

these processes.

On the other hand, operations that have a large space bandwidth product, such as

spatial matched filtering and image deblurring, would appear to be best done in the

coherent mode, using spatial incoherence in one dimension if the operation is one

dimensional, or using temporally incoherent light in the achromatic, or coherent pro-

cessing mode,

A special case arises when the operation to be performed is a Fourier transform,

since this operation is not characterized by a point spread function h that is convolved

with the object. However, one can proceed in an analogous manner and get similar

results. Let the object be of extent L, and let / be either the size of the smallest detail
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on the object, or the smallest detail that the optical system can resolve. For the latter

case, /=XF/A, where F is the focal length and A the aperture of the lens. The spatial

frequency bandpass of the lens is thus W =A/ XF, and the space bandwidth product of

the system (object aperture plus lens) is N=LW=LA/F=L/f. If/is limited by the fine-

ness of object detail, the result is the same, except that the space bandwidth product N

is attributed to the object rather than to the object-lens combination.

A number of methods exist for performing a Fourier transform with incoherent

light. An object resolution cell centered at z. thus transforms into a cosine transform

%+4cos2rf1z. 0 instead of into expj21rfx,, as in the coherent case. Again the bias

buildup occurs, with the number of overlapping responses being the space bandwidth

product N.

The reduction in processed image contrast must be considered when calculating

the SNR. The gain, assuming fully incoherent illumination, is 5

G= W (22)

where N is the space bandwidth product of the optical system:

N =S SP /Xd 2  (23)

where S. is the area of the object, S. is the area of the pupil plane, and d is the lens

focal length. The gain, when considering the contrast loss, becomes

G*=vW/ Nt (24)

The largest possible impulse function space bandwidth product, Nh, that can be

achieved in the optical system is N. Thus, for this case, there is no gain at all with the

use of incoherent light. On the other hand, if we consider that N for an optical system

is generally of the order of 106, whereas Nh, for a typical matched filtering operation, is

of the order of 103, and for linear deblurring operations, of the order of 10, it is

apparent that in principle, gains of the order of G' = 10 to 100 are available for these

applications. However, these improved SNRs will be accompanied by a greatly reduced

.-.. .... , .... : .... ,, . , ," ~~~~~~..-... , ..... ,-,-....-....... .. .....: ..-...°........;-. -. ...... .. '......!
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contrast, so that, with the decrease of signal (or setup) noise, the detector noise

becomes of increased concern.

SNR improvements of the order 102 or 103 essentially eliminate setup noise as a

problem, but the low contrasts result in detection problems. Finer grain and therefore

slower films are required, or perhaps very low noise non-photographic detectors are

required.

3. Comparison with Spectroscopy

The choice between coherent and incoherent optical processing is thus not at all

- clear-cut. One might ask the question, are there any optical processing areas where

. both coherent and incoherent optical processing have been extensively considered.

There are perhaps two.

The first is the optical processing of synthetic aperture radar data, in which a

S.complex, holographic-like signal is convolved with a complex reference function that is

zone-plate-like in structure. The earliest-conceived processors, of the 1954 period

were incoherent. In the following years, coherent optical processors dominated, but

many incoherent-type opptical processors were conceived10 ,1 . For the most part,

these were never highly developed, and even today, with the emphasis on incoherent

processing, are in no way a challenge to the coherent. The principal reason is that the

noise improvement through redundancy is introduced in another way. The systems

collects more data from each object point than can be coherently processed, so the

. actual processing, although fundamentally coherent, is in fact a mixture of coherent

and incoherent, integrated together in a process called tracking. It is remarkable

that the resulting radar imagery, although produced from data that was obtained by a

coherent process (a coherent radar) and processed in a coherent optical system, using

apoint source of laser light, is completely free from the artifact noise associated with

. . *
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coherent systems.

Another, far more interesting example of the competitiveness of two modes is

found in spectroscopy. This is perhaps the most important example of optical process-

. ing, and it exists in two basic and important forms,--grating spectroscopy and inter-

ferometric spectroscopy. They have each found a niche and are highly complemen-

-- tary. We would like to identify the former with coherent processing and the latter with

incoherent.

In interferometric spectroscopy, an interferometer, such as a Michelson or a vari-

ant thereof, splits a beam from an extended source into two parts and recombines

"" them with a time displacement. Each wavelength component A. is converted into a

response

.(r)=f 0 I+cos27rc- (25)

or

!(Yz,I i1+cos2.xI (26)

" where r is the time difference between the two beams, and x = c T is their displace-

- ment. For a multiplicity of wavelengths, the output is asummation of terms of the form

of Eqs. (25) or (26), and for a continuous distribution, the irradiance is

I,=f L (X)d\x+,%f L (X)cos2 zdX (27)
"-0 0X

- where L is the irradiance spectral density distribution. The wavelength resolving pro-

cess is completed by detecting the signal thus generated, with subsequent Fourier

[- transformation in a digital computer. This process is obviously an incoherent opera-

tion, and is in fact wholly analogous to the previously noted forms of incoherent holog-

* raphy, whereby an incoherent object distribution is split into two images by an inter-

*' ferometer and each point in the one image produces a beam that interferes with the

"%1 . * % . * .o '% '- ' . - ' '. % . p- .. p .- =- *- *- -' -. , ' . - " ' •. , " " ," . " . " , '
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beam from the corresponding point of the other image.

The grating case is more subtle. The formation of a wavelength spectrum with a

grating and lens, or a curved grating, with its own focal power, an obvious analog to a

Fourier transform of a spatial signal with a coherent light beam, is described by the

. operation

Iz=fL(X)dX+f L(x)cos 971zd, (27)
0 0X

where L (X) is the irradiance spectral distribution of the source, exp j2irfoz

represents the spatial Fourier component of the grating used for dispersing the light, A

is the system aperture, and the final term is the Fourier kernel produced by a lens of

focal length F.

If we apply the linearity condition that if f -.gj, then Ef-t Fyt, where f are the

inputs and gt the outputs, and if we assume that the fj s are not overlapping as a func-

*i tions of ?. ,but that the gs are, then clearly the system is quite linear in irradiance and

" is thus a wholly incoherent system. On this basis, both types of spectroscopy tech-

* niques are incoherent; in terms of our context, they differ in that the grating method is

an operation with a unity space bandwidth product at the output recording plane,

whereas the interference method has a space bandwidth product much greater than

one. Thus, the one is afflicted with bias buildup, whereas the other is not.

However, the grating case has an obvious similarity to the coherent optical Fourier

"" transformation of a spatial signal with a coherent light beam, and the illumination

• .source, being a slit, has spatial coherence. The system is in fact a summation of many

such Fourier transformations. In-particular, for the case of a discrete spectrum, where

the responses gi have no overlap, the issue of whether the system is coherent or

incoherent becomes moot, and the system c-in be per'fee2 well rcarded as a

coherent Fourier transforming device. Indeed th-- sd,."- fr' .=- a" .)

into Eq. 27 yields
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f' r r Mv21rf e lJwfaz'df. (28)

where L'(,y)=L(y/Ff.)=L(X). The bracketed term is the Fourier decomposition of a

function 1(f 8 ); thus, the integral can be written

fd(f.)e2'fz ai,. (29)

which is the in the form of the Fourier transform of a spatial function. Thus, although

i an incoherent system, the grating spectroscope has a considerable resemblance to a

* coherent system, and under certain very realistic circumstances can be treated like

one.

Of principal interest is how the noise, particularly the setup noise, behaves in such

-a system. We show that with respect to such noise, the system performance closely

parallels that of an achromatic coherent. Optical processing system' t4 . In such a sys-

tem (Fig. 5), the

. , 1D
f(x) n g.(x)

Fig. 5

*. transformation that carries f to g is identical over a range of wavelengths, so that the

output g formed from one wavelength is in registry with that formed from the other
.. wavelengths. Hoever, a noise signal n, residing in aaother plcne, produces at the our-

put a v.avcer-th-depcnent spa'.i-. s^.,-,rA -e LI.::' :- . h 1',.
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nation is spectrally broad. Thus, setup noise is diminished.

The achromatic coherent optical processor can assume many forms, depending on

*. the application. However, the above observation is always true and is the essence of

these systems. The mismatch variation may be in the form of a scale factor change,

which produces a spatial-frequency- dependent and a sometimes position-dependent

smoothing effect; low spatial frequencies may not be adequately smoothed. It was

shown (15) that when the optical system contains a diffraction grating, for example in

the form of a signal f residing on a spatial carrier, there will be, in addition to a

wavelength scaling effect, a lateral dispersion which can enormously increase the

smoothing effect of the polychromatic light. Looking back at the source through the

grating, one sees the source broadened into a spectrum; the effectively broader source

gives a reduced lateral (i.e., spatial) coherence. Thus, by use of the grating, temporal

incoherence is partially converted into spatial incoherence. It is well known that spa-

tial incoherence gives better noise suppression than temporal incoherence. Thus, the

grating improves the noise suppression capability of the spectrally broad spatially

coherent light.

The reduction in noise is readily seen by the following analysis, which considers

the case where the smoothing is by X-dependent lateral displacement; other cases can

be similarly analyzed. The field impinging on the noise plane, for a single wavelength,

can be written u. Letting the transmittance of the noise plane be 1 + n, where n < < 1,

the light distribution at the output plane is u'(1 +n'), where u' and u'n' are u and un

propogated to the output plane. The irradiance distribution is

1= u'l2+ jl 2(nl+' (30)

If the system has N degrees of freedom, produced by spectral broadening of the

source, that is, if N is the number of resolvable wavelengths in the source, as seen

through the optical system, then each wavelength component produces a pattern of
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the form of Eq. 30. The constant term builds by a factor N, the fluctuating term by a

factor /W giving a noise reduction factor of VT

In the grating spectrometer case, the light impinging on the noise plane is brought

to focus. Again, we take the source to have N resolvable components. Impinging at a

point P, (Fig. 6) are the direct light for the wavelength X,, as well as the noise light for

all N wavelengths. Only the noise light u'n'(X1 ) interferes with the direct light to pro-

duce a term of the form of Eq. 30. The other noise terms do not, and their noise contri-

. bution is hence negligible.

To relate this system to the optical processing case, we compare this system with

a hypothetical system in which all of the u'N4 interfere with the X, light. This could be

realized, for example, by replacing the broad spectrum slit source with a spatially

broad coherent source. Such a system, although performing no useful function we can

think of, does serve as the fourth element of our comparison. Thus, in terms of noise,

the achromatic optical processing system is to the coherent as the grating spectrome-

ter is to this broad-source system. The noise suppression in the two broad spectrum

* cases is 'W compared to the monochromatic counterparts,

The direct identification of two basic kinds of optical processing with the two

major kinds of spectrosropy iq potentially significant, since a vast. body of research in

* spectroscopy becomes relevant the to the smaller area of optical processing. It would

have perhaps been more significant if the purely coherent optical processing, as

opposed to the achromatic coherent, could have been tied to spectroscopy, but it

appears that the purely coherent has no counterprt in spectroscopy Also, it may be

that other kinds of noise, such as detector noise, could be treated within this analogy.

Although setup noise is the dominant noise in coherent processing, it is a much lesser

factor in achromatic coherent processing, especially when the operation is one-

dimensional and the source is a line source, witb coherence in only one dimension, and

..................... ......... . . .. o.,.-.. .....o-..°..o. o .°.. .,-°°.... °o o..%.. ..- ° o,•° ° -. o °
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it is overshadowed by other noise in incoherent processing. It appears also to be a

minor factor in spectroscopy.

There remains a final significant observation. Noting that the grating vs. interfer-

ence spectroscopy situation is analogous to the achromatic coherent optical processor

vs. incoherent optical processing, and also noting that, in theory, achromatic optical

coherent optical processing is better in all respects than the coherent and is at a

disadvantage only in the practical sense of being cumbersome and more difficult to

implement, it follows that if interference spectroscopy has in some circumstances a

competitive advantage over grating spectroscopy, then incoherent optical processing.

even for situations where processing operation has a large space bandwidth product

(N<<!), can be advantageous over achromatic optical processing, and even more so

over purely coherent processing.
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Chapter 7

Formation of Fourier Transform Holograms

in Spatially incoherent Light

(Condensed from the Ph.D. Dissertation of G. Collins)
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7.1 Overview of the Incoherent Holographic System

We introduce here a holographic system for use in spatially

incoherent illumination.

The basic system consists of the interferometer shown in

Figure 1. The incident illumination is from a spatially extended

*° (incoherent) source and is quasi-monochromatic. It is assumed

that the source is not so spatially broadband that the beams

cannot be separated within the interferometer. The ideal system

* behavior, predicted as a limiting case by a Fourier optics

analysis which ignores the beam separability requirement, requires

that the incident illumination be completely (spatially)

incoherent as would be the case if the source were infinitely

* lextended. In actual practice, the beam separability requirement

can be satisfied, as the idealized behavior is approximated to any

desired degree of accuracy, by constraining the spatial bandwidth

_* of the object amplitude transmittance to be suitably narrowband

with respect to the spatial carrier frequency of the gratings.

The basic interferometer, composed of the gratings GI, G2,

and G3, is the grating equivalent of the classical Mach-Zehnder

interferometer. The grating GI splits the incident light into two

beams: an object beam, derived from a diffracted order, and a

reference beam, derived from the undiffracted or zero order. The

object beam propagates to the grating G2 where it is redirected to

become parallel with its original directon. It intercepts the

object transparency, which assumes the role played by a test

section in conventional interferometry, and propagates onward.

The reference beam propagates to the grating G3 where it is

redirected, by diffraction, to intercept the object beam.

The basic three grating interferometer is initially set up so

- that, without the object present, high contrast fringes are

obtained at the z = 0 plane under broad source conditions. It is

essential to the proposed technique that the interferometer be

* capable of forming, under conditions of broad source illumination,

spatially invariant, high contrast, strongly localized

interference fringes of arbitrary spatial frequency.

With the object transparency inserted into the system, each

. spatial frequency of the amplitude transmittance acts as a grating

*. .. * * -**-. - *% - * *.**.*.** ** *-
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1 d d

Quasi- monochromatic,
spatially incoherent
incident illumination

Figure 1

The interferometric system for recording
holograms in quasi-monochromatic, spatially
incoherent illumination. Gi, G2, and G3 are

*gratings of spatial frequency f t is the
A

complex amplitude transmittance of the object.

- . :J
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of the interferometer. In short, the system is capable of

essentially arbitrary wavefront construction within this plane.

To avoid any possible confusion here (arising from the fact that

there are in reality many wavefronts if one associates a wavefront

uniquely with some particular point radiator on the extended

source) we note that the reconstructed wavefront is, in a sense,

an equivalent wavefront. The equivalence, however, is to that

wavefront which would be obtained in an equivalent, but completely

coherent system.

The similarities of the proposed system and technique t-

conventional coherent holography are quite striking, and go well

beyond simple functional equivalence (as wavefront reconstruction

*techniques). For example, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer

employed here has often been used for coherent holography. In

fact, with coherent illumination, the proposed system (including

tne titled recording plane) could obviously be used to record a

conventional hologram. The hologram recorded in this manner would

differ from the incoherently recorded hologram, but, if attention

is confined to the imaging process within the plane of the

interferometer, the differences are slight. Aside from the bias

terms, which are potentially of significance only when considering

the signal-to-noise ratio, the primary difference is in the

Sadditional Fourier transform relationship imprersed upon the image

term in the incoherent (interferometric imaqing) method.

Functionally, this is an insignificant difference. Its only

impact is to alter slightly the reconstruction technique.

7.2 Experiments

Having developed the basic theory the experimental philosophy

* was quite simple. The experiments were intended only to verify

qualitatively the most fundamental and important aspects of the

- theory. The basic idea was simply to demonstrate those features

* of the proposed technique which would qualify it as a true

incoherent counterpart to conventional coherent holography.

The experiments had three primary objectives. First and

foremost was simply the demonstration of the basic imaging

capability of the proposed technique. Second, the linearity of
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the technique in the complex amplitude transmittance of the object

transparency needed to be demonstrated. This is one of the most

fundamental characteristics which distinguish true holography from

the various pseudo-holographic techniques which have been proposed

for use in spatially incoherent light. The latter are, without

exception, linear in the intensity distribution of the object and

thus are not true incoherent counterparts to coherent holography.

Finally, the ability of the proposed system to image the

longitudinal, as well as the transverse, structure of nonplanar

objects was to be demonstrated. This characteristic is important

because it is a fundamental property of coherent holography. It

is also very important because it distinguishes this technique

from most broadband compensation techniques. Most broadband

compensation techniques, for either the spatial or the temporal

domain, are modified imaging systems and are constrained to

operation upon a single object plane. In other words, the

compensation is for a specific, fixed object plane only.

Two experiments were devised to test the holographic

capabilities of the proposed technique. The first, imaging a

complex transparency (in this case a bleached ronchi ruling) was

designed to verify that the fundamental technique actually works

. on the complex amplitude associated with the object transparency.

The second, imaging a simple two dimensional (in the x' and z'

dimensions) object scene in the x' and z dimensions, was

* "developed to demonstrate that depth information was preserved in

*the recording and reconstruction processes just as it is in

S"conventional coherent holography.

It is important to note that although both experiments deal

with the phase, they are really quite independent in what they

demonstrate. For example, depth information can be recorded by

incoherent systems which are totally insensitive to the phase in

transmission or reflection of an object; i.e., systems which

*. linear in the intensity. An example of this is the well known

- .pseudo-holographic technique for producing holograms of self

• -luminous objects by shadowcasting Fresnel zone plates. Thus,

merely preserving depth information does not demonstrate that the

system is linear in (or works on) the complex amplitude

(transmittance/reflectance associated with the object.

i......................................*..
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Conversely, demonstrating that the system is linear in the complex

amplitude associated with the object does not say anything about

whether or not depth information is preserved in the recording

process. The demonstration of the system linearity in complex

amplitude is not quite as straightforward or simple as it would

seem. The system for doing this is in Figure 2.

The object for the experiment was a segment of a bleached

ronchi ruling of spatial frequency 1/mm. A photograph of the

ruling is shown in Figure 3. The ronchi ruling was chosen for

several reasons. It is one dimensional and simple, its sharp

edges are good for qualitative evaluation of the image, and it

allows reasonable control of the frequency content (and the SBW)

of the object/image. Its periodic nature was also useful and

convenient for the spectrum evaluation part of the experiment.

The ruling was bleached to generate a phase, as well as amplitude,

object. This made the object amplitude transmittance complex.

The bleaching was controlled such that the first two diffracted

* orders were significantly brighter than the undiffracted zero

order. In the power spectrum of the object, the first two

diffracted orders are separated from and symmetric about the

undiffracted or zero order (which corresponds to zero spatial

frequency in the object) and are thus easily distinguishable.

" Because of the bleaching process they are much stronger than the

zero order. This is exactly what is needed for the evaluation of

the recorded spectrum. Note that the power spectrum of the

intensity transmittance would be just the reverse of this in that

the diffracted orders would appear much weaker than the zero

order.

The first part of the experiment consisted of evaluation of

the general image quality. The hologram was constructed using the

system described previously and shown in Figure 1. The image was

reconstructed using the system described previously and shown in

Figure 2. The reconstruction aa photographed through a

microscope is shown in Figure 4. It should be noted here that only

a portion of the ronchi ruling shown in Figure 3 was used in the

hologram construction process, the rest was masked off. The
reconstructed image is a pretty good replication of the original

object. For example, allowing for the effects of exposure and

. " .'2 '..-' , . . ... . .......*** -..- , - .-- ..'-? -,,. ,' . .,'...-. . - . **..*'. '...- '. -. ---*.*-
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Figure 2

The coherent system used for image reconstruc-
tion in the experiments.
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Figure 3

The bleached ronchi ruling used for the
demonstration of linearity in complex
amplitude.

..
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Figure 4

The reconstructed image of the ronchi ruling
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Figure 5

The modulation recorded on the hologram of the
ronchi ruling. The exposure was such that the
zero and first diffracted orders did not
saturate (over expose) the film.

..................... . . .
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Figure 6

The modulation recorded on the hologram of
the ronchi ruling. This photograph was
deliberately overexposed in the zero and
first diffracted orders to allow the de-
tailed side lobe structure to be examined.

.. ,
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development in the hologram construction and the print processes,
the relative contrast between the bars of the object has been well

preserved. There is some edge enhancement (note the pronounced

edges of the bars) which is probably due to nonlinearities in the

recording process. The justification for this will become more

apparent when the spectrum is examined. The resolution is also

relatively good; the line width at the bar edges may be taken as

the width of the minimum resolvable element.

Of particular interest in the reconstructed image is the

noise. Note that two dimensional noise such as the emulsion

defects in the original object has been wiped out. This is due to

the one dimensional nature of the imaging process. The noise has

essentially been smeared in the direction orthogonal to that in

which the imaging takes place. There is clearly coherent artifact

noise present. Note for example the faint ringed diffraction

patterns clustered near the center. This is due to the coherent

reconstruction technique employed. What is most notable about the

reconstructed image is that, in general, the signal to noise

ration is very good, and we would not really expect to do much

better (if at all better) using a coherent holographic method.

The bias buildup problem, which plagues incoherent optical

processing in general and which is especially acute in incoherent

(pseudo) holographc techniques, has apparently had a negligible

effect here. This is probably for the most part due to the

somewhat limited SBW of the object, which, on the basis of the

apparent resolution and the size of the object field, can be

estimated roughly to be of the order of 60 to 70 (resolution

elements).

The modulation recorded on the hologram was then imaged using

the modified reconstruction system discussed earlier. This
resulted in the two photographs shown in Figures 5 and 6. These

two figures differ only in the exposure of the initial photograph

of the image.

Figure 5 was exposed such that the first diffracted orders

(plus and minus one diffracted order) one the undiffacted zero

orders are not saturated (overexposed). It essentially

*demonstrates that these diffracted orders are much stronger than

" the zero order. Thus, as discussed earlier, the complex amplitude

.b". * - . . . . * . . * * . . . . . . - - - ~ - - .S
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transmittance of the object was at least bipolar. More
importantly, it demonstrates that the object for the initial

recording process was in fact the complex amplitude transmittance

of the object transparency.

Figure 6 was overexposed in the zero and first diffracted

* orders. It does, however, allow the detailed sidelobe structure

of these terms to be examined and the presence of additional

diffracted orders to be detected, because of the extreme dynamic

range involved, these features could not be incorporated in the

first photograph (Figure 5). Figure 6 illustrates several

important features. First, it essentially demonstrates the

diffraction limited nature of the recording process. As a brief

aside from this, note that the phase errors which precluded
integrating over the orthogonal dimension will not be apparent in

this photograph since they are phase errors. Given this, it might

be questioned whether or not Figure 6 really demonstrates

diffraction limited performance. The answer to this would be that

it does since the phase errors are in the direction orthogonal to

that in which the (diffraction limited) interferometric imaging

process take place. In other words, they are not truly part of

the imaging process since we are only concerned with imaging in

the orthogonal dimension. A diffraction limited image will in
fact result when the imaging system used for the reconstruction

i (such as the anamorphic system described earlier) does not

integrate in the orthogonal dimension, i.e., when it images in

this dimension.

Figure 6 (in combination with Figure 5) also demonstrates the

large dynamic range of the modulation. It can be inferred from

this that essentially the same sort of dynamic range problems as

is encountered in coherent holography where recording a Fourier

" transform hologram (such as a matched filter) will be found here

- also. This is not too surprising since in each case the

" distribution being recorded is the Fourier transform of some
* object distribution, while control over the bias cannot be

"* exercised in this case as it can be in a coherent system, a
problem with nonlinearities in the recording process still

results, and in fact the anticipated results are much the same for

the two cases (although more extreme for the coherent case). In

* .,. .-
.. e V* *
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the incoherent system being tested here each spatial frequecny of

the original object generates localized fringes in one plane and

bias throughout the rest of the fringe box. For the ronchi ruling

used as the object in the experiments, the bias in the fringe box

will be almost entirely due to the zero and first diffracted

orders (and especially the first diffracted orders) since these

are far and away the predominant terms of the object's spectrum.

The contrast (between signal and bias) for these terms will thus

be very high, but it will be much reduced for other diffracted

orders. Because of the limited dynamic range of photographic

film, very high contrast signals will be recorded much more

nonlinearly than low contrast signals. In particular, if the

signal and bias are approximately the same, and if the average

(spatial) or bias exposure has been set for the middle of the

linear segment of the film transfer characteristic, the recorded

signal will be limited at both of its extremes (assuming it to be

oscillatory in nature). If other much weaker signals are also

present, they can still be recorded quite linearly. The net

- effect in the recording, aside from the distortion of the stronger

signals, is to increase the (relative) contrast of the weaker

signals relative to the stronger signals. Since the stronger

signals correspond to lower spatial frequencies in the present

case, the result of the nonlinearity of the recording process is

to emphasize somewhat the higher spatial frequencies. This same

phenomena occurs in the coherent case, and especially in the

generation of spatial matched filters, where it is usually

deliberately enhanced by a suitable choice of reference to object

beam ratio. The higher pass affect was evident in the

reconstructed image of the ronchi ruling (Figure 4) where the

edges of the bars were enhanced somewhat.

Lastly, Figure 6 provides an alternative demonstration of the

high S/N noted in the reconstructed image of the object. Note

that even far down in the sidelobes of the diffracted (and
undiffracted) orders, the S/N appears quite good.

7
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Reprinted from Applied Optics, Vol. 23, page 942, March 15, 1984
Copyright 0 1984 by the Optical Society of America and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner.

Construction and evaluation of HOEs made in light of
reduced coherence

Emmett N. Leith and Stacy Leon

Using interferometers adjusted for extended source operation, it is shown that holographic optical elements
(HOEs) can be constructed with any designed conjugate focal planes. Noise and diffraction efficiency mea-
surements show that the reduced coherence method can yield HOEs of high diffraction efficiency and good
SNR.

I. Introduction at Pout. Lens L , also images plane P1 onto Pout but so
Fringes formed in light of reduced coherence, either that the wave impinging on Pout is a diverging spherical

spatial or temporal, are less noisy than fringes formed wave of radius F, the focal length of the three lenses
with coherent light. However, in general, fringes being used. The two beams interfere under broad
formed in light of reduced coherence are usually limited source monochromatic illumination, but the fringes,
in various ways; the fringes may be of lower contrast, be being the result of interference between a plane and
fewer in number, exist only over a small region, or it may spherical wave, form, after recording, a diffraction lens
prove difficult or impossible to modulate the fringes, of focal length F. Thus to make low noise diffractive
that is, form fringes of nonuniform spacing such as a lenses, we have at P1 a uniform distribution of light. No
zone plate pattern. Here we describe two complimen- structures are placed at PI, since such structures inev-
tary optical systems with which we can modulate fringes itably contain noise (dirt, scratches, etc.); thus the fringe
to obtain zone plate patterns made using interferometry pattern is very clean when the light source is of reduced
with a spatially broad monochromatic source. Such spatial coherence.
interferometrically recorded zone plate patterns are Important to the incoherent HOE construction
often called holographic optical elements (HOEs) or method is the range of HOEs that can be achieved. We
diffractive optical elements and have been finding in- would like to be able to produce any focal length. This
creasing application. Diffraction efficiency and the is relatively easy. More important is to achieve any
noise level of these elements are also discussed. range of conjugate focal planes. Noting that if we desire

the object and image distances to be dob and dim, re-II. System spectively, for best results the HOE should be made
Initial experiments of this type were discussed by with two interfering beams converging to or diverging

Swanson, who described a method for modifying the from points at these same distances. To achieve any
grating interferometer so as to form zone plate struc- possible set of dob and dim is a more difficult problem.
tures instead of grating structures.' In this method It is by no means a priori evident that it has a solu-
lenses are placed in each branch of the interferometer tion.
to image a common plane at the same magnification but For convenience of analysis, suppose the optical
with different curvature being given to the interfering systems within the two branches of the interferometer
wave fronts. The interferometer configuration is shown are removed; the justification is that the interferometer
in Fig. 1. For example, lensesL 2 and L3 may be in the itself need not be part of the analysis. All we must do
telescopic (or afocal) configuration, so that P is imaged to have these optical systems function in the interfer-
to Pout so that a plane wave at PI becomes a plane wave ometer is to impose a few constraints on them so that

their presence would not disrupt the fringe forming
capability of the interferometer. These two optical
systems are shown in Fig. 2. The top system images

The authors are with University of Michigan, Department of plane P, to P,,,,,, the fringe forming plane, and the lower
Electrical & Computer Engineering. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109. system images P, to P,,.t; Lv, and L,,., are imaging

Received 18 November 1984. systems. We consider here the various forms that these
o03-6935/84/060942.0602.A., systems can take and the capabilities and limitations
,C 1984 Optical Society of America. of these forms.
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.- *F -- b.- F -4 \cV ha\ considered two optical systems that fulfill
. L. ! h, a1he i, reqliirements. One is a modified version of

iara!g inierferometer setup described by Swanson,
* 11and the other is a modified version of the Mach-Zehnder

- inlerferometer (Fig. 3) where the final beam splitter is
" replaced with a mirror. Both systems have advantages

: Mid drawbacks.

'. ,Jn The required optical path difference can be generated
". 2F in various ways. Such generation is easy in the modi-

..li -fied Mach-Zehnder interferometer by simple posi-
Sii i. i,,,raking HOE., in extended source light. tioning of the various mirrors. To generate a large path

difference requires a high degree of monochromaticity,
so that the beams can travel unequal path lengths and

.-d- still interfere. This idea ca, -taken to an extreme by
Sl, imaking the path length dl *-nce equal to twice the

laser cavity length and coi. nsating for Fresnel dif-
fraction by imaging over the path length difference with

P, p appropriate lenses and unity magnification. Thissystem will produce high contrast fringes in broadsource monochromatic illumination. Besides the re-
quirement of a high degree of monochromaticity, an-

p other disadvantage of this system is that the number of
fringes is limited, being given by N = 1/(2A()2), " where

Fig. 2. Basic concept. .() is the source subtense at the lens (not shown) that
collimates the light incident on the interferometer. For

M 01 a large A() the number of fringes may be inadequate.
There is no similar constraint for the grating interfer-

M ometer, which can produce a completely unlimited
number of fringes regardless of source subtense.

Actual physical path length differences need not be
introduced to compensate for differences in Fresnel

as diffraction. Inserting a cascade of appropriate unity
SS magnification telescopic imaging systems into the

el 0grating interferometer will produce the desired Fresnel
S Lc  M diffraction compensation. The disadvantage with this

system is that multiple lenses introduce more noise and
Fig. ; Modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer for HOE more aberrations, both of which will reduce fringe

contrast.

A completely general mathematical analysis of the
'o obtain interference with a spatially incoherent systems is somewhat tedious and does not easily yield

monochromatic source, we require that at Pu, both a simple physical viewpoint. There are basically two
beams have undergone the same amount of Fresnel ways of describing the process physically. Each branch
diffraction and that the magnifications of the two beams of the optical system images the plane PI (or PI) but
he equal. Now the Fresnel diffraction process occurs with a quadratic phase factor. Alternatively we can say
between the source plane and planes PI or P). Since that each optical system in addition to imaging the
P/' and P, are each imaged to P,,u,, the Fresnel diffrac- plane PI (or PI) images the source. The distances d,,h,
tion process stops at PI and Pl. Thus it is necessary dim (Fig. 2) from the source image to the plane P,,, be-
I hat planes PI and P, be equally distant from the source. come the designed conjugate focal planes of the re-
Otherwise the interference would be weak or absent. suiting HOE. This viewpoint can lead to some basic
Since the diffraction paths stop at PI and P' we must insights as to what range of dob, dim is possible.
allow for the optical path from P to P,,ut and PI to P,,ut For example, if the incident beam is collimated, where
t o be different, a condition that gives a useful flexibility L... and L.,. of Fig. 2 become imaging lenses in each
in the realization of HOEs with arbitrary conjugate focal branch of the interferometer for imaging P, and P, to
planes. Indeed it is in general necessary to image over P,,,. the source image is found at a distance of one local
different distances in each arm of the interferometer, length downstream from the imaging lens. Thus, by
I hat is. the distance from P, to P,,,,, must be different appropriately adjusting the focal lengths F, and F.. any
fro im that from P, to P,,,11. Since the distances source set of conjugate focal planes is possible subject to the
to ' and source to P, must be equal, it follows that the constraint that both source images are formed to the left
total optical paths must in general be unequal. the path of P.,,,. This constraint always leads to a HOE de-
.difference being the difference between the PI - P,,, signed as a negative lens. This is a severe restriction.

. and the 1', - ',,,, paths. as almost all practical lenses are positive lenses. Be-
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A B A' B' anything, including negative values, since it is imma-

U terial what planes are imaged to P,,, as long as the
distance d, - do remains equal to the interferometric

Fig. 4. Imaging hy lens ilf two axial p(oin.l,. path difference, and indeed this path difference can be
altered in any way we choose.

Considering Figs. 2 and 4 one can see that the addi-
-- F, tion of one more lens. which accepts both beams iFig.

,. -F, -,w- - 5). will produce any positive HOE desired. The con-
t,,/2 jugate focal planes are given by d,a,, and di,,, where

1' " " d,F dFP

3 d,,,, , d --
I--- 2:, -, -d, Simply by varying Fa, dI, and d., one can achieve any

range of conjugate focal planes desired for a positive
Fig. 5. General configuration for HOE construction, lens. The constraints for the HOE to be a positive lens

are F, > F., and d., < F: < dI. The diffraction path
sides there is no justification for using an incoherent length difference for this HOE forming system is seen
system for producing a negative HOE, since this can to be 1,. = 4F, - F-0 in Fig. 5. Thus when using the
always be accomplished just as well and in a much Mach-Zehnder interferometer we require the coherence
simpler manner by conventional means, with light di- length to be >1,, the required physical path length dif-
verging from two pinholes a distance d,,, and dim from ference between the two arms of the interferometer (Fig.
the recording plate, and with no optical elements be- 3). Likewise I. is the extra path length difference over
tween either pinhole and plate, there will be no coher- which we must image to obtain equal diffraction path
ence induced noise. lengths when using the grating interferometer of Fig.

The challenge is thus to cause one of the beams to be 1 integrated with the optical system of Fig. 5.
converging at P,,u,, i.e., have either d,,h or dim be a neg- Here we have considered two systems: the grating
ative quantity, thus producing a positive HOE. The interferometer, which is limited in fringe contrast by the
philosophy of accomplishing this is the following. A number of lenses introduced into the system; and the
lens can be considered as always preserving the sense modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which is lir-
of the image (Fig. 4). That is, two points. A and B, ited in the number of fringes obtainable and by the co-
separated axially are always imaged into points A' and herence length of the laser being used. With these two

B' with no axial inversion (i.e.. B and B' both form to the systems almost any range of positive HOEs desired can
right of A and A'. respectively). Suppose we consider be obtained using broad source monochromatic illu-
a dynamic situation in which A' and B' are imaged mination.
continually farther from the lens, which can be accom-
plished by bringing the object points A and B contin-
ually closer to the lens. When B reaches the front focal Ill. Diffraction Efficiency
plane of the lens. B' goes to infinity and further move- We desire that the diffraction efficiency of HOEs
ment of B toward the lens results in B' coming in from made with light of reduced coherence be comparable
-C with those made with coherent light. Thus the fringe

We thus have achieved one of the goals. We have contrast of HOEs should be high over the entire re-
effectively inverted A and B, although the principle cording area and for even the highest spatial frequen-
stated ab)ve has in a sense not been violated, since both cies. Theoretically such a high contrast fringe pattern
A and B always moved in the forward axial z direction will be produced. but any such system defects will tend
without one overtaking the other; we see that the path to lower fringe contrast as the source is broadened.
is cyclic with the positive and negative ends being con- Various HOEs were recorded with the interferometric
nected at infinity. Adding more focal power, either arrangement of Fig. 1, both for coherent illumination
with shorter focal length lenses or the addition of more and for illumination of reduced coherence. The HOEs
lenses, merely moves A and B (here the source plane thus produced had a mean spatial frequency of 300 cy-
and the plane being imaged) to new positions along the cles/mm. the highest and the lowest spatial frequencies
z track. leing 100 and 400. respectively. Three source sizes

To apply this viewpoint to the HOE problem, we were used: a point source and sources of angular sub-
identify planes A and B with the source image and Put, tense of 0.010 and 0.005 rad measured at the colli-
respectively, and we place a second lens in each branch mator.
of the system, which reimages both the source point and A set of HOEs was made for each of the three source
P,,,,. the viewpoint given above then seems to suggest sizes, and the diffraction efficiency was measured. The
that the constraint on positive focal length HOEs should results. shown as the diffraction efficiency vs exposure
be no greater than that for negative HOEs. For analysis curve of Fig. 6. indicate that diffraction efficiency has
we return to Fig. 2. P and P, are both to be imaged at decreased somewhat with increasing source size but not
P,,, with equal magnification. The separations PI - significantly. High diffraction efficiency (say 80-95%)

(l,,,,, labeled do) and P, - P,,,,, (labeled d,) can be could be obtained by either bleaching or recording on

944 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 23. No. 6 / 15 March 1984
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.livring and convergig beam. The former produces

. I )1 d-i_,'nd for use as a negative lens and the latter

.a I1 ( de.nitwd fbr use as a positive lens. In theormer
c.ta. li-huh emanates from two pinholes with no optical

, - .hmenfi between pinhole and recording plate. Thus

t i-h entire pattern should be quite free from setup noise
' "except for backreflections from the recording plate. and

9 /experience shows that with good film backing this can
he negligible. In the second case, a lens must be placed

01: • I ,,.. . downstream from the pinhole in one of the beams; this

li  lens is unavoidably a noise source. Since positive lenses

Fig. 6. Diffraction efficienc vs s. are far more common than negative lenses, the system
cir.e-uisinfcoherentource. iensity tr;,n-nutt.n,, .Ii with the noise producing lens will be the usual case.
exte nDotted cr'e-ti.,n -.005 .. .ii.al.r In general. noise on either of the two interfering
extent off0.0(5 tad. Dashed lineb-as lehir* ltit ',I!,fi .i.ir txtt-lt beams will be recorded and will appear in the beam

generated by the hologram. However, this noise can be

minimized by proper hologram construction procedures.
dichromated gelatin for the optimal exposures of any Suppose one of the beams has a noise n(x,y) = Inl
source size used. exp(i (P), i.e., both an amplitude and phase component.

It appears that the greatest loss of diffraction effi- On the basis of conventional first-order theory, both the
ciency arises from system imperfect ions. such as field amplitude and phase components of the noise will be
curvature, which cause the surface of fringe localization modulated onto the fringe pattern and will appear in the
to depart from the ideal planar shape. and the recording reconstructed beams. However, it is possible to reduce
plate will, therefore, be at some places outside the sur- considerably, sometimes almost eliminate, the ampli-
face of highest fringe contrast. Assuming that such tude component In . If diffraction efficiency is plotted

. aberrations were absent, there remain two factors that as a function of exposure, the resulting curve typically
affect diffraction efficiency. First. the noise reduction shows a broad flat maximum. Thus, if one aims to
is a smoothing process wherein spatial frequency energy record at the center of the maximum region but misses

" representing noise is converted to an ambient back- the proper exposure by a small amount, the diffraction
* ground. This results in a loss of fringe contrast and efficiency is not affected.

resulting diffraction efficiency. Since the noise, even Now, suppose one of the two beams has an amplitude
in a rather noisy fringe pattern, has a power that is only noise In I of small magnitude, so that the beam has a
a small fraction (a few percent ) of that in the signal, the spatial fluctuation across it of perhaps 10%. Conse-
contrast loss for this effect should be similarly small. quently, the total exposure received by the recording
On'the other hand, the presence of noise means locally plate will vary by some similar amount, or actually less,
that the beam ratio may be different from the nominal if the other beam is uniform. But, since the diffraction
or average beam ratio, and the fringe contrast is thus efficiency is insensitive to these exposure variations, the
lowered. In addition, the resulting local mean exposure noise amplitude fluctuations I n I will not appear in the
may not be optimum, again providing lower diffraction reconstructed beam; i.e., amplitude noise is suppressed.
efficiency. Thus, as we broaden the source, we find This suppression may be in fact only partial, since the
factors that decrease the diffraction efficiency and fluctuations alter not only the exposure but also the
others that increase it, and it appears that rigorous fringe contrast, and the lowered contrast results gen-
analysis is required to ascertain how these opposing erally in HOEs of lower diffraction efficiency.
factors balance. However, the noise suppression that results can be

rather dramatic. For example, we recorded a fringe
IV. Noise pattern of -1 cm2 ten separate times on different por-

To investigate the noise, various types of data were tions of a plate with different exposures. The exposed
collected. First, HOEs were made using the grating areas that had the highest diffraction efficiency were

• .. interferometer setup of Fig. 1 with an extended source also found to diffract the most uniformly. Thus the
of 0.005-rad size. Second, HOEs were made the same nonlinearities of the recording process indeed offer a

way but with a nonbroadened source. The results show significant mechanism for suppression of amplitude
the enormous noise reducing effect of the coherence noise.

. reduction, but the comparison is not entirely realistic, In the first noise experiment, the HOEs were photo-
" since the interferometer contains noise sources, such as graphed through a microscope at various magnifica-

gratings, that would not be present in the normal tions, results being shown in Fig. 7. Figures 7(a) and
HOE-forming system. Thus to test the efficacy of the (d) show the HOE made in the grating interferometer

' method the comparison should be made with coherent with an extended source at two different magnifications,
illumination in a conventional HOE-forming system. and Figs. 7(c) and (d) show the same but with a point

We have distinguished two HOE-forming systems, source. The noise is setup noise produced by defects
. each rather simple. In one, interference is obtained in the optical elements. The pictures show how effec-

between two divergent beams and in the other between tively the higher spatial frequency noise is eliminated,
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attribute to the HOE (the low frequency mottling, not
the much finer grain noise). Figures 8(c)-(e) show the
res,-!t for the conventional case with a single lens in one
beam. The noise level is considerable. In Fig. 8(c), the
camera is focused on the emulsion, whereas in Figs.
8(d)-(e), the focus is moved slightly to one side of the
emulsion, of the order of 0.5 mm. Again the small black
spots are not relevant. The noise is enormously greater

(a) (cl for the defocused position. The noise thus appears to
11" lIbe predominately phase noise. It almost completely
11". disappears when the emulsion was covered using a cover

glass with xylene between the two glass surfaces. The
:. Inoise thus is found to be a surface relief, and the emul-

sion surface thus exhibits an orange peel effect. This
seems somewhat curious, since the bleaching process

' (R10 bleach) produces a phase image primarily of the

refractive-index modulation type, and the brightness
I d) of the first diffracted order was only slightly affected by

Fig. 7. Magnified image of HOE surface using 0. + 1. and -1 orders: the liquid gate.
(a) extended source. low magnification: Ib) higher magnification; (c) A search for the origin of the noise revealed that it
as in Ia) but using a point source: (d) as in Ib) but with a point arises from two causes, first, from diffraction from the

source. aperture edge of the lens, and, second, from noise on the
lens. The effect could be duplicated with no lens, just

whereas the very low spatial frequency noise is only
partly removed by the reduction in spatial coherence. -
Not shown is the result for a HOE made in the con- . . ....
ventional setup, both for the case of no lens in either .t it
beam beyond the pinholes, in which case the hologram
is quite noise free, and for the case of a lens in one beam, 7..%
yielding a result intermediate between the coherent and -1%11
the incoherent cases of Fig. 7. (a)

Of greater significance is the amount of noise to be (a) %
seen in the first diffracted order. Indeed, it is con- .,06'.

ceivable, although unlikely, that none of the noise visible
on the photograph of Fig. 7 is present in the first dif- ... . (dl
fracted order. To examine the first diffracted order,
a white light source of moderate, but not large, extent
(a microscope illuminator) was used, the HOE was 7

reimaged through a unity magnification telescopic
system, and a spatial filter removed all diffractive orders - -. - - -

* except for one first-order beam. The results, not shown (b) - '- -
* here. are comparable with Fig. 7. It was also found that

the highest diffraction efficiency exposures gave the " , - -,
least amplitude noise I n ha n c-. -. 1. .--

Since practical HOEs are phase holograms and since -i---

the amplitude-to-phase transformation amplifies the ,.
noise, we bleached some HOEs and repeated the ob- ' -- -
servation of the first order. At low magnification. noise - Z-..-Y-- ,-- -
similar to that of Fig. 7 was observed. " -.

Higher magnification revealed, however, yet another (c) (e)
noise, much finer and basically different in appearance.
This is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a), made with a co- Fig. 8. Magnified imageof surtaceof HOE imaged in one first-order
herent beam containing no optical elements down- only: ia) HOE made with two diverging beams and no optics between
stream from the pinhole, revealed a noise-free tield, pinhole and recording plate. No noise visible except tor some
sr ai noise b ith emulsion defects on HOE surface. ihI HOE made with grating in-
except for a few spots and some grain noise, both pro- terferometer and lenses insvstem. Faint noise (mottling is seen. 1'0
duced by the film that recorded the beam. Similarly, HOE made in conventional ,.stern with one lens in one beam..'Some
Fig. 8(b) shows the result for a grating interferometer noise -een. id) Microscope focused toonesidetf imarge plane I-).I
containing various lenses and gratings using an ex- mr ,oise is greater. le Same as (d) but on other side of imaize
tended source. There is a small trace of noise that we plane.
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.i diffracting aperture (iris in the beam. or by a large HOE made with beams o curvature ('a and (C will haveIaict'!r lens, producing no edge diffraction t having aberraions different from one made with beams of
sane scattering centers (dirt etc.) on and in the glass. curvature (C. and ('4. The differences are mani'ested
we also observed the zero order and foIund agait the by the presence of higher-order terms in x and y. where

same noise but less intense. We looked for traces of I lhe coef'icients depend on the location of the source
such noise on the unbleached HOEs but failed to find points. There is an important corollary to this obser-
any. Our presumption is that the noise is present on vation. As the source point is broadened. we expect the
the unbleached plate but at a level too low for obser- higher-order terms to be improperly recorded, resulting
vation. The bleaching process amplifies the noise in loss of dif'raction-limited performance as well as
bringing it up to a visible level, reduced fringe contrast. Thus there are limits to the

These noise measurements. by no means exhaustive, source broadening process. These aberrations have
indicate that whenever scattering structures are present already been studied to some extent in the doctoral
in one of the two beams in a HOE making system, the dissertation of Swanson. Our intent is to explore them
reduced coherence method will remove almost all the further and discover what limits they impose on the
noise, except that of very low spatial frequency. broad source HOE technique.
However, if there are no scattering structures, the use
of coherent light will do quite well and is preferred be-
cause of the simplicity. We acknowledge a number of useful discussions with

Yih-Shyang Cheng, who in particular indicated some
V. Concluding Comments advantages of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer for this

The results presented here, although by no means application.
exhaustive, clearly indicated that HOEs made with light
of reduced coherence can have diffraction efficiency This work was supported by the Air Force through
comparable with HOEs made by the conventional co- grant AFOSR 81-0243.
herent methods and may have a significantly better

SNR. Also the reduced coherence methods are quite References
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Chapter 9

Formation of HOES in Spectrally Broad Light
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The Construction of Holographic Optical
Elements in Broad Spectrum Light

S. Leon and E. Leith

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Abstract

An achromatic Fourier transforming system is analyzed in a manner which

gives new physical insight. A matched spatial filtering experiment is

performed comparing noise performance of a coherently produced

matched filter and one made using broad spectrum light in an achromatic

Fourier transforming system. The broad spectrum light is obtained by

scanning a dye laser through its tuning range, thereby simulating a

polychromatic point source. The system is applied to the construction of

low noise holographic optical elements.
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Introduction

The processing of optical data by optical means has been pursued by

those in the field of optical data processing because of the parallel

processing capabilities of optical processors. A well known optical processor

is the Fourier transforming system described by a single lens which

produces a two dimensional Fourier transform of a two dimensional object

illuminated with coherent light. In order to reduce the effect of coherent

noise inherent in this Fourier transforming system an achromatic Fourier

transforming system was developed by Katyl I that permits the Fourier

transform to be produced with a polychromatic point source.

The achromatized Fourier transform can be recorded as a Fourier

transform hologram by incorporating the transforming process into an

achromatized interferometer, produced from diffraction gratings, as

described by Collins.2 A Fourier transform hologram produced under

polychromatic illlumination exhibits a large increase in signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) over the coherent case. The SNR improvement is exhibited both

in the reconstruction of the Fourier transform hologram and in the

autocorrelation function when the hologram is used as a matched spatial

filter.

This paper has three objectives. First, we describe the achromatization

of the Fourier transforming process in a manner that differs from the

treatments by Katyl and by Collins, and offers, we believe, considerable

physical insight, using basic concepts of physical optics. Second, when

integrated into a grating interferometer, we show that this Fourier

transforming system can be used in the construction of low noise

holographic lenses (or HOEs). HOEs have found an increasing number of

-- a a.
o
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uses in optics, in the form of gratings, diffraction lenses, etc. The need for

low noise HOEs has stimulated research in the area of HOE formation with

light of reduced coherence. Finally, we investigate the nature of the noise

reduction process.

The Achromatic Fourier Transform

The Fourier transform, a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of an object S,

always occurs in the plane where the source is imaged (Fig. I). However,

the mask S, through which the source is imaged, generates new waves

which. when projected back to the source plane, form a virtual object that

is wavelength scaled. This distribution is imaged in the process of

producing the Fourier transformation. For example, let S be a diffraction

grating of spatial frequency fo . Light impinging on the grating forms

various orders, which project back to the source plane as additional object

points, separated laterally from the actual source point. These source

points have a lateral location proportional to wavelength. In the paraxial

approximation the lateral position of these points is x = Fc>.fo. Now, the

two lenses, Lc the collimator and LF the Fourier transform lens, together

reimage the source plane to the Fourier transform plane. The

magnification is MI - FF/Fc, the ratio of the Fourier transform lens and the

collimator lens focal lengths, since the source is at the front focal plane of

Lc and the image forms at the back focal plane of LF.

To achromatize the process, the magnification M should be inversely

proportional to wavelength in order to compensate for the wavelength

dependence at the source plane. We let LF be a zone plate lens, or HOE, as
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described by Katyl. I The HOE has a focal length inversely proportional to

wavelength: FF = FFO( o/ X ) where FFo is the focal length at the

wavelength X0 The magnification becomes M I = (FFo/Fc)( Xo/ X) and

the new, wavelength independent, lateral position of the imaged source

points is M1  = FFo oo . The result is a Fourier transform with scale

independent of wavelength. Instead there is now a longitudinal dispersion;

for shorter wavelengths, the HOE has longer focal length, and the source

image is then farther from the HOE than it is for longer wavelengths

(Fig. 1).

We require a second lens system that will appropriately shift the

image positions as a function of wavelength, while keeping the

magnification wavelength independent. We now invoke the concept of the

shift lens. We show (Fig. 2) two lenses. LI and L2 , separated by the sum of

their focal lengths. For all object positions the magnification is just the

ratio of the focal lengths, F2 /F1 . Next, consider a third lens, Ls, placed at

the common focal plane of Ll and L2. This lens will cause the image to

shift position, but the magnification is left unaltered. This can be shown

readily by simple algebra. Alternatively, we can argue from basic

principals. The lens Ls is in fact a spatial filter. The operation it performs

is linear and spatially invariant. Therefore, it cannot introduce

magnification, since if it did, it would not be invariant. This argument

should be quite compelling to those who have familiarity with spatial

filters. Those not convinced by this heuristic argument may prefer just to

d.. . . . . . . - . : .- . .. ? ,.y . . . . . :. . . :... . .. .- . .. . .. , .. . .. . . .- , . ' . ... o .. . .. ... .- .:. .
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calculate the magnification of this three lens system, which is M 2 = -F2 /F1.

If we use a zone plate lens (HOE) for the shift lens we can produce

longitudinal dispersion, which calculations show will be proportional to

wavelength. The image distance, Di in Fig. 2, is given by,

! Di = F2 + F2 2/F l - (F2/FI )2Do -(F2 2/Fso)( 0/A) ()

with Fs - Fso( )o/)) and Fso is the focal length at the wavelength Xo.

Alternatively, the already dispersed image (Fig. 1), can be compensated

by this second lens system of Fig. 2. The total Fourier transform system is

the combination of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 in tandem, where LF and Ls are shown

as HOEs. The broad spectrum Fourier transform is displayed as the white

source image in Fig. 2. The compensation is only approximate and is useful

only over a small bandwidth, say about 400 A, since LF disperses as ll>%,

whereas the shift lens system, L1, L2, and Ls, disperses in proportion to

,.

The final step is to insert these optical systems into a grating

interferometer in order to produce a Fourier transform hologram. We

must do this without destroying the interferometer's fringe forming

capability 3 . This requires that the two branches of the interferometer be

well matched; thus, both beams should pass through all of the lenses. The

final system, as given by Collins, is shown in Fig. 3. The lens LF is

combined with the grating, G2 , as a single unit. The reference beam is

........ |.....
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unaffected by the lenses LF and Ls (the zero order is used), and the

hologram is recorded at plane P. Under these conditions the optical system

in Fig. 3 is used to construct Fourier transform holograms (matched spatial

filters).

Matched Spatial Filtering

The use of Collins' system for the construction of matched spatial filters

is well documented but no comparison was done between a coherently

produced matched filter and one made using the achromatic system. The

comparison made here uses the same optical system for both the coherent

and polychromatic case. Although this comparison is somewhat unfair to

the coherent Fourier transform because of the large number of coherent

noise producing optical elements involved (more than would be present in

a conventional, coherent Fourier transforming system), the comparison is

nonetheless useful in demonstrating the coherent noise suppression

capabilities of the achromatic system.

Our experimental system is identical to Collins' except that we use a dye

laser as a polychromatic point source.4 The dye laser is scanned through its

tuning range of about 400A at a variable speed so as to compensate for

amplitude variations inherent to the spectrum of the dye being used. The

use of a dye laser allowed us to view the noise smearing process of

polychromatic illumination in real time. When viewed through a

microscope one observes the Fourier transform and accompanying fringe

pattern, which together form the hologram, to be perfectly motionless as

the wavelength is varied. The noise, however, is observed to fluctuate.

The hologram is then recorded with the sweep speed sufficiently high so

%". ~

. . ..
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that all wavelengths get recorded; the sweep time can be set equal to the

exposure time, or there can be many sweeps during the exposure time.

The noise fluctuations fall into three catagories. First, there is an effect

manifested by light from a strong, isolated scattering center. The resulting

Fresnel, or bull's-eye pattern is observed to pulsate, growing in size as the

wavelengths are swept in one direction, then contracting as the

wavelengths are swept the other way. The entire bullseye pattern is

visible because these scatters are located close to the output plane. Second,

there is a lateral motion which also originates from such scatterers. These

scatterers are located far from the output plane. Thus, only the outer edge

of the bull's-eye is seen, which exhibits this lateral translation. A third

effect which is observed is that the pattern may not translate at all, but

may change in appearance; the individual speckles come and go, an effect

often called boiling. All three effects have been observed, sometimes

separately, sometimes in combination. In any case the noise is smoothed

by the multiplicity of wavelengths. The process of scanning through the

wavelength spectrum instead of having all wavelengths present

simultaneously gives good physical insight into the noise reduction

process.

We recorded the output of the Fourier transforming system as a motion

picture. We note that a pair of frames, not necessarily adjacent ones, can

be viewed as a stereo pair with interesting effects (Fig. 4). The noise, if it

is translating and not boiling too much, will in a stereo viewing system,

appear to form in an image plane other than where the fringes and Fourier

transform appear. Figure 4 should be observed as a stereo pair. This can

readily be done by placing a piece of cardboard normal to the plane of the

-~.o.'..'.. . ....'. . .. % .. ,'.. .. ,... ,,.'.... .... '.......','--- .. .. '..".-..... .. ,..,.....-....
... ..... - ,L ,A . . L. ) . . - m,. - . . .-= * - .n.. *.. * . ' " . . . . .
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Fig. 4 Stereo pair of pictures, show separation of signal and noise.
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SI

Fig. 5The reconstruction of a Fourier transform hologram, a. The
coherent caise. b. The polychromatic- point sourc, case.
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Fig. 6 The autocorrelation function of the letter combination u v.
a. The coherent case. b. The polychromatic point source case.
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page, extending from the page surface to the nose, oriented such that the

left eye sees only the left picture, and the right eye only the right picture.

The signal, which includes the bright spot and some lobing structure with

the accompanying fringe pattern (possibly the fringe pattern, or spatial

carrier, may be too fine to be resolved in the published image), is seen to

be raised above the noise background. A pair of bull's-eye patterns, in the

lower left, are seen to be somewhat above the signal plane. The two

images are from adjacent frames produced by wavelengths separated by

about 20 A. When nonadjacent frames were used, the stereo depth was

increased, as expected, but decorrelation of the noise (the boiling effect)

resulted in a partial loss of the stereo effect. The overall effect was less

impressive.

We made two comparisons of the noise suppression capabilities of this

optical system; reconstruction of the object being Fourier transformed and

the autocorrelation function produced when the Fourier transform

hologram is used as a matched spatial filter. The reconstruction, for both

the coherent and polychromatic case, is seen in Fig. 5. The noise

suppression here is considerable. An unwanted diffracted order from HOE

Ls is coherently recorded in Fig. 5a, whereas in Fig. 5b, the polychromatic

case, this unwanted order is almost completely smoothed out,

demonstrating the capability of this system to eliminate coherent noise.

The autocorrelation function produced when the Fourier transform

hologram is used as a matched spatial filter is seen in Fig. 6. For both

cases, Fig. 6a the coherent filter and Fig. 6b the polychromatic, we see the

bright central spot due to the autocorrelation of the letter combination u v

_

w'
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and also the sidelobes which are the crosscorrelations between these

letters. Tle side-by-side comparison clearly demonstrates the superiority

of the achromatic system. The noise level of the achromatically produced

one is much less and is less likely to produce confusion in an object

recognition scheme.

Construction of HOEs

In order to form a HOE of the off-axis zone plate type (or diffraction

lens) we take the Fourier transform of another zone plate structure, or

alternatively, the Fourier transform of a spherical wave. We use one

diffracted order of the zone plate, which provides a spherical wave.

Writing the wave in its paraxial form, we have

-~ 2)/AF I
s = ei (x2 +y (2)

where F1 is the focal length of the zone plate or HOE providing the wave.

This wave Fourier transforms into another spherical wave uo , given to

within a constant by

Uo = ein(x 2+y2 )/AFo (3)

where Fo and F, are related by Fo = -FF 2 /F I . FF is the effective focal

length of the lens performing the Fourier transformation, i.e. the focal

length of a single lens that would have performed an equivalent Fourier

transformation. In terms of the actual lenses in the system, as shown in

Fig. 3, we have

F0 Fo F (F =F 2 =F) (4)
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fig. 7 Off axis zone plates, under high magnification (300 lines/mm),
recorded under a. coherent illumination b. polychromatic- point
source illumination.
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In the system of Collins, the object plane also contains G2 , which is an

off-axis zone plate that serves both as the second grating of the

interferometer and as the first zone plate lens for the achromatic Fourier

transforming system. If we simply make G2 a zone plate of incorrect focal

length, the residual focal power, beyond that required for the

achromatization of the Fourier transformation process, constitutes the

object to be Fourier transformed. For example, if the required focal length

is FF and the actual focal length FA, then the wavefront emerging from the

zone plate can be written as

-i1(x2+y2)I FA = eiig(IIFF + I/FI)(x2 +y2 )I> (5)

The HOE thus formed achieves noise reduction in two ways: first, the noise

due to dust and dirt on the intervening optics is smeared by the

wavelength dependence of the diffraction process; second, point defects

on the zone plate being Fourier transformed are smoothed by the

reciprocal spreading property of the Fourier transformation; that is, a

point scatterer, which represents a concentration of noise, is spread by

the Fourier transformation process into a low level noise of broad extent.

The resulting noise reduction in HOEs thus formed is shown in Fig. 7.

Conclusion

The capabilities for optical processing with polychromatic point source

illumination is versatile and can replace coherent optical processing

systems in many cases, with an improvement in SNR. The construction of

4"
............................................
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low noise Fourier transform holograms and HOEs are only two of what we

believe are many possibilities for polychromatic optical processing systems

to replace coherent systems.

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research

(Grant No. AFOSR 81-0243).
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Generalization of Achromatized HOE Formation

Katyl first described optical systems consisting of Fresnel

* zone plates (FZPs) and conventional imaging lenses in tandem for
1producing achromatized Fourier and Fresnel transformations

Similar systems have been used by George and Morris 2'3 and by

*-. Collins4'5. We describe a generaliztion of the technique,

especially for the achromatization of Fresnel transformations,

thus enabling holographic optical elements to be formed in broad

spectrum light.
The basic concept is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows

a conventional FZP. For simplicity we treat the case of the in-

line zone plate, since the off-axis zone plate behaves the same
way, and the analysis becomes immensely complicated for the off

axis case. We consider a plane wave of polychromatic light
*2 2impinging on the FZP, which is given as 1/2 + 1/2 Cos [w(x + Y )/

- X0 fo], where FO is the focal length for illumination with light of

wavelength 0 Let the incoherent light be of unity amplitude.

The positive-lens portion of the field emerging from tha zone
2 2plate is 1/4 exp-[-;j(x + y )/oFO]. We observe that this

expression is incependent ot wavelength. As the wave travels

'- downstream to its point of focus, the expression becomes

*wavelength dependent. The focal length, under illumination with

light of wavelength X, is

10
. F =- FO  (1)

where, letting X =X + AX, we have

AX AX

F F /(1 + s -F0 (2)
0 0(

0 0

where the final step involves an approximation, valid for AX/X 0 < 0.1
We next consider the lens system of Fig. 2, consisting of a

broadband point light source, a collimating lens L1 , and three

additional lenses L2, L3 , and L4, with L2 and L4 being FZPs. We

- * ** *
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Fig. 1. A Conventional Fresnel Zone Plate,

Showing wavelength Variation of Focal Length

b /'

L L L3  L1 2  3  4

Fig. 2. System for General Analysis

Sfm
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consider this combination, since it has been used previously in

achromatized configurations, especially for Fourier

transformation. We now generalize the previous results. The
• .generalization procedure suggests that other basic configurations

can also produce achoromatization, leading to yet broader

generalizations.
The basic idea involved here is to attempt to find a plane

where the radius of curvature of the wavefront is inversely

proportional to wavelength. At this plane, the phase distribution

will be independent of 1, just as in Fig. 1, at the field
immediately to the right of the zone plate. If a reference beam,

-' produced achromatically using a grating interferometer, is
introduced at this plane, the result is a fringe pattern

independent of wavelength.

We note that we could satisfy this condition and yet not be
quite achromatic, since the phase distribution could have a

constant phase term (constant in x,y) but be wavelength

* dependent:

pi = exp - a[w(x2 + Y2 )X 0F0 + *(i)] (3)

in which case the achromatization would be incomplete, unless the
reference beam had a compensation X-dependent term O(X) such that
( ) - G( X) were X independent. This problem is addressed later.

The principal aim is to produce a light distribution that
upon recording becomes a HOE. This calls for simply imaging a

• "point polychromatic source, but in a dispersive system such that
the image is dispersed longitudinally, in accordance with the
requirement given above. We then consider the additional
requirement needed in order that a more complex hologram,
corresponding to a distributed object rather than a point, can be
formed under broad-band illumination.

Analysis

We carry out a simple analysis, using the Newtonian form of
the lens equation, F2 . dob dim where F is the focal length, and

dob and dim are the object and image distributions, measured from
the lens focal planes. We assume the source to be at the focal
plane of a collimating lens. This puts the signal at as seen by

lens L2 1 which is a FZP.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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From Fig 2, ant the Newtonian lens formula, we have

D1 = FIO + dlo= Flo 0 + d1  (4)

where

-1 = d1 0 + F10 (1 -

F1 = focal length of LI, FZP

Fl0 = focal length of L 1 at X =

dI  = separation between focal plans of lenses L and L

d 1 0 = d, at X = 0

Similarly, we have

0
D2 -F 3 0 + d2 0 =F 30  -+ d2  (5)

where d2 = d2 0 + F3 0 (1 -

and = FD 3=o 3 0 + Z- -0 + Zi  (6)

where Z= Zo + F (-
10 Fo3 0 (1 /x)

For a 3-lens system, we have

d i f 2Z - f1 2f32
Zi i- 2 3 2 (7)

z 0o(dId 2 - - d2 fl

If we taken the object (i.e., the source) to be at =, Eq. 7

reduces to

f 2

Z. d (8)
d2

d 2
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Substituting in the relations given by Eqs. 4-6, we have

[d 1 0 + FI 0 (1 - 2] F302)
z~ )0 10 3 0  AlFS=X (9)

[d0 F10 (1 - - [d2 0 + F3 0 (1 - - F 2

and
A0

3  30 A i  (10)

Letting X - X0 = AX, and using Eq. 9, we have

Xo AX 2 Ao 2D F 7+ + (d 1 0 
+ F F3 0  1o + AX)

After using the relation 1/(1 + AX/Xo) 1 - AX/A in various
0 0

places, this can be put into the form

230dd12 +F 2 F (

F2  2F30  2F d2 F2F
D3 =F 3 + 2 _ - [F 3 0 - 10 30 10 + 2 10

3 d2 0 - F2 2/d10  o d1 0 d2 0 - F2
2  (d10 d2 0 - F2

2 )2

Finally, we want to put this in the form

3 D = D + (1 - Ax/Xo)Z o  (13)

When this is done, we make the following interesting

interpretation. At a distance D3 1 from the final lens, the
distance to the plane of focus has a variation (1 - AX/L o ) zo.

This is precisely the condition specified by Eq. 2; a wave having

such a distribution has a phase independent of wavelength. At

this plane, the wavefront is achromatic, and interference with a

reference beam will form a FZP in polycromatic light, to within

the approximations made in the derivation.

To put Eq. 12 into this desired formL we write

D3  F30 + F2 - z0 + zO  -zo  X (14)
3' 0 07S20 F0 /d 10  0

. .r*. . .* . . ..... % . *
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Where z is the coefficient of -AX/ o in Eq. 12, i.e., zo is the
radius of curvature of the wave at X = X

2 30 d10 2 + F22
3= 0 - F30 ( 2 10) + Z( - (15)

D F~ d + d d (15F2 d10 d20 F2 - d10 d20 0

Equation 15 indicates that at a position D 3
1 , given by the first

2 terms of the right hand side of Eq. 15, the field is achromatized,

and interference at that plane between the spherical wave and a

plane wave yields a FZP whose focal length is z at X = Xo .

From the Equation

="F 3 0 -2 F3 0
2 d 1 0  2 (F3 0 d 1 0  + F2

2 F10)o d10 d -20 F2  F30 (d10 d30 2 (16)

it is apparent that a wide range of design possibilities exist.

We have a wide range of possible selections for the three lenses,

L2, L3 and L4 , and the separations d10 and d20 can be chosen

arbitrarlily. It would appear that any desired fo.:al length is

attainable.
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Optical Processing in Incoherent Light
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Optical processing techniques in incoherent light

E. N. Leith and G. J. Swanson

The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Abstract

* Diffraction Gratings permit many and diverse optical processing techniques to be carried out with light of greatly
reduced coherence, either spatial or temporal. Several such techniques are described, including phase-amplitude imaging.
fringe projection and tomography.

rIntroduction

Interferometers formed with diffraction gratings have many interesting properties and uses, all based on their capability
for forming fringes in incoherent light, either from an extended monochromatic source, a polychromatic source, or an
extended polychromatic source. We have shown this capability for the formation of holograms, for carrying out optical
processing such as image deblurring or spatial matched filtering, for recording phase-amplitude object distributions with
extremely good SNR, for making high quality holographic optical elements, for projection of high quality fringes, and for
tomography We describe some of the capabilities.

" .. G, G2
2p

mS

- !-"- F --- I

Figure

In 1959 Weinberg and Wood described an interferometer formed from two gratings in tandem 'Fig. ) Light falling on G,
- is diffracted into various orders, two of which are selected and propagate to the second grating, G2 For each of the two

beams impinging upon G2 , one diffracted order of G2 Is selected in such a way that the two emerging beams are brought
back together. For proper adjustment, fringes are formed in the overlap area, and the fringes can be formed in light from
an extended, white light source As is illustrated in Fig. 1. one beam is produced by the +1 order of G and the -I order of
G2. with the other beam produced by the - order of G, and the -: order of G2 Numerous other com,nations are possi-
ble. In any case, the Weinberg-Wood grating interferometer is much like a kMach-Zehnder interferometer, with gratings
used in place of the mirrors and beam splitters.

Our method for analyzing the interferometer has been described previously' An element of the -
) urce. taken to be at

S mInfinity, sends a plane wave e to the grating G I, where. = sini3/X=-J/X We neglect the other lateral dimension y,
and we ignore constant multiplication factors, thereby simplifying the analysis without losing anything essential Letting

*:: GI have transmittance -- cos 2rf 1z, we find the field emerging from the grating to be exp 'i2 (f/ +nf )] x. where
22

n=O, *. or -. depending on which diffracted order we choose This field then propagates to the second grating, and in the
process is multiplied by the transfer function or free space, exp (-irXzf'). where z is the propagation distance and
".=(f,+nf,1) This process is repeated for every grating and for every distance d between the g, aings The field at the

.tput. plane is. for a two-grating structure,

o%
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u=exp i 21r(f, n/ +mf z)x-niz d,(f. +nf )+dl(f +nf i+nf 2)2] ()

where fs ,is the spatial frequency of the second grating, and again. m = 0. 1. or -1. If we have a second beam passing
through the interferometer, the field at the output can be written as u', of the same form as Eq 1. except that we use n'
and n' The two beams combine to give the irradiance distribution

1=2+2 os ,2r[1 (n -t')f, I(n- - m~' )f' aZ-21rX I (nt-n')do ft+ (n-n'),tf + (m-m' )d f,2 If.2

- [ (nt-t' d. f + (f t+f gm)'-(f in'+f sm')d, I II

For example, for the interferometer of Fig. 1. we have n = 1. m = -I. n' = -1. and m' = 1, with an output irradiance

1 2+2 cos [4nr 1-f ,)2-4n~df.I -41TXd 1f,(f 1-f2)1 (3)

An interferometer formed with a pair of gratings will produce fringes in light from an extended source if the phase term
is made independent of 1o. that is. if each element of the source produces fringes in registry with those from the other
elements. This condition is readily found by setting the coefficient of f. to zero, yielding

dl=- d/ . 2 ]I ,t'-' (4)

This equation shows that the fringes are localized under broad source illumination, that is, the fringes form only at a single
plane, not over a range of d, values. These fringes can be considered to be an image of the first grating, and the second
grating is akin to a lens, imaging the first grating, a view that is stressed by rewriting Eq. 2 as

I. £ 1
d, di F,(5)

where F.. the focal length of the grating is

This focal length varies with grating separation and also with the spatial frequency f 1 of the grating being imaged, so it
is indeed a rather special kind of imaging process. Further, the image is not formed in a geometrical sense, where all rays
from an object point are brought together again at the image. indeed, only rays produced by one element of the source
are recombined; sets of rays emanating from the same object point, but emanating from different elements of the source
are in general not recombined at all.

Imaging processes can be achromatized, and such is the case here. For fringes to occur in broad spectrum illumination.
we require the fringes to be X-independent. We note that the fringe spacing is already \-independent. which is not the
usual case for interferometers. We also require that the fringes be in registry for all wavelengths; this requires that the
constant-phase terms, the x-independent terms of Eq. 2, be .- independent. For a point source on axis, the f 0 -dependent
term phase term is zero, and the remainder of the phase term becomes zero if

di =-d , j (f .,t, -J +2 (.o_..) (++2 2 (7)

For the achromatization to occur at the image plane, that is, for simultaneous broad source and broad spectrum fringes.
we require the entire A-dependent term to be zero for all fa. This is done by simultaneously imposing the conditions of Eq.
4 and Eq. 7, which is readily found to be Eq. 4 along with either the condition rt =n' or M =M'

We also note that the usual expression for magnification applies, taking the form

(wi-=')fi(8)

Some caution is required in applying this expression. For example, for f =2f landd0o=, in the symmetrical configuration
of Fig. ', we 2Iave M = 1, which seems to suggest that the fringes formed will be out of spatial frequency f l. whereas they in
fact are of spatial frequency 2f 1. as can be seen from Eqs. 2 or 1. he explanation is that the imaging process is akin to a
coherent imaging process, i.e , is linear in field rather than intensity That this is so evident from the consideration that

/
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the fringes are the same as would be formed under coherent illumination. And with coherent illumination, we have the
terms e"f Isand el u/ being propagated to the output plane and combining to form the pattern
U=co2,z.or= It = - + -cos 4r f z This same pattern is also the object distribution being imaged Thus. the mag-

nification is indeed Therefore, in considcring the magnification. one must consider not merely the fringe spatial fre-
quency, but what Fourier component or components of the object are being imaged

As an imaging device, the gratng has a number of significant characteristics relative to a lens First the phases of the
Fourier components are in general altered, so that for a multiple-Fourier-component object, the image does not resemble
the object. Second. different Fourier components are imaged to different planes. For most object distributions, these
effects are disasterous For some object distributions, all of the periodic type. these characteristics may not matter For
example, to image a simple, sinusoidal fringe pattern, the grating is quite satisfactory

This imaging process can be described in part by the consideration that the imaging process is narrow-band, with the
MTF consisting of a few discrete lines, or 6-functions.

Also. the erating imaging process is space invailiatit. that is rays from one part of the object urd rgo exactly the same
alteration as rays from any other part of ;he object This effect sharply distinguishes the grating from a lens and leads tosome interestng co'clusions First. the off-axis Seidcl aberrations et a lens. such as coma. astiimaLism, and distortion.
which are tied to the space-variant characteristic of a lens. could in some circu,.... .nces be inherently absent from the
grating imaging process Second. one ought to be able to realize extremely low F-number values for an :maging grating.
since the grating can be arbitrarily large compared to the focal length, and the larger aperture should not increase e,ther
the required tolerance or the aberrations.

Frin2e Prjeaction

We consider the problem of projection of fringes onto a three-dimensional object, a requirement arising in such applica-
tions as metrology and robotic vision. Suppose the number or fringes to be large, say, several thousand The fnnges are
to be high in contrast and as noise-free as possible Of the many ways to accomplish this, we consider two for comparison
In each case we start with a grating G1, which is to be imaged onto the object Let the aperture of G, be L. and the spatial
frequency be fi. For simplicity, suppose the grating to be sinusoidal, i'e . rulings of the form
- + - cos 2irf ix wuth 2 + cos nf 1z + cos 4nf 2z Consider first a magnification of unity, then consider fringe

enlargement Figure 2 shows the configurations (a) with a lens, and kb), with a second gratig Gi in place of the lens For
perfectly coherent illumination, the fringes will in each case have perfect contrast provided the aperture is sufficiently
great to collect both the -1 and -, orders, and fringe depth will be considerable. i.e . the fringes will not be localized, but
will form wherever the beams overlap

LENS GRATING

Figure 2

Under broad source illumination, the fringes formed by the grating device, are, using the analysis that led to Eqs. and
2. readily found to be

1=-4. os2ff~dfcos 2Tflz.-Lcos4+flz (9)42 4

and if we take dc='/ Xf 1, the fringes become just the original object distribution

In order that the grating r2 produce just the three beams that are required. we suppose the grating to be thick enough
so that strong Bragg effects are produced, and to be constructed so that both the -" and -. orders of G, impinge on G2 so
as to satisfy the Bragg condition, giving :00 percent diffraction efficiency, and that the 0 order of Gi not satisfy the Bragg
condition, so that no diffraction occurs Under this circumstance, the light incident on G2 will form only 3 beams, and no
light will be lost into unused beams. Alternatively, the 0 order of G, could be blocked, so that only two beams form the
fringe pattern The auxilliary condition z 0=/Af is no longer required, giving more flexibility in fringe tormation.

S, -I . - . - . - - . - .U.Up
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'. If we desire to magnify the fringes, this possibility is available, but the magnification is achieved only by choosing a dif-*, ferent grating rather than by adjustment of the object. - image distance, as with a lens. Examination of Eq 9 shows thatfor unity magnificaticn. we require f'2= 2 1
i For large magnification, we require fZ=f I. where r is a small numberWhen c = 0. the magnification is inhnite We would like to magnify the fringes while retaining at the image of all the fringeson G. Therefore. the beam must enlarge in proportion to the fringe spacing The grating G2 does not do this, instead. wemust form the fringes with diverging rather than collimated beams, in such a way that the ratio of beam widths at the out-put plane to those at G, is just the fringe magnification .V. As shown in Fig. 3 the required beam magnification occurswhen C, is illuminated with a converging beam with center of curvature at G2 Under this condition, the number of fringesis preserved, except for the factor 2 increase explained earlier.

6G C,I .,

Figure 3
Suppose the beam diverges more. so that the beam magnification is greater than the fringe magnification. Will there bemore fringes than exist at Gi? Since fringes form wherever the beams overlap, there must indeed be more. From theimaging viewpoint, this seems enigmatic, since we seem to have created some additional fringes beyond those supplied bythe object.

. To make the beam diverge more, the focal point is brought back to a position between C1 and G2. The beam is thensomewhat expanded when it intercepts G2 . A rather straight-forward geometrical analysis shows that the number of" fringes at the output Ls just the number of rulings on G, plus the number of rulings intercepted Thus, the total number of" fringes at the output is just the number each beam intercepts alongs its travels, and we thus have a conservation of* fringes.

The grating imaging process has aberrations, the analysis of which are beyond the scope of our treatment here. Someinteresting observations can be made. For unity magnification, fe.g. for d =d0 and 12=2112). the process is aberration-* free Aberrations arise when we depart from this symmetrical situation. The aberrations are manifested as a loss of-* fringe contrast under broad source illumination. The aberrations are space invariant, in that the loss of contrast is thesame over the entire field, and the fringe spacing remains uniform over the field, to within the approximation of our
=- analysis

Orating nd Len Si stems in rnihznafto." Some intersting possibilities arise when the grating interferometers are combined with lens systems For example, it
has been found possible to make Fresnel or Fourier transform holograms in light of enormously reduced coherence .4. Aparticularly simple but effective arrangement is to combine the grating interferometer with an imaging system. Such anarrangement is shown in Fig 4, using three gratings, all of equal spatial frequency In this way, the imaging can be done.* without diffraction occurin; between object and image. such diffraction deviation of the object light would introduce aber-rations into the image. With a system like this, an image plane hologram of a transparency having both amplitude andphase can be made and the phase perfectly preserved s. A powerful advantage of this method is that the lens system doesnot image the grating at the output plane, a process that would unavoidably incorporate any noise on the grating onto the
output image.

0 R°

Figure 4
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One obvious application is to use a lens for the phase object. and the resulting image plane hologram would be a holo-
graphic lens Again, this method suffers from the problem noted above any noise on the lens element would be incor-
porated onto the hologram A tar more satisfactory way has been described This is to place a lens in one beam while
placing a two lens system, in telescopic configuration, in the other beam. Each system images the same plane onto the
output. The former system images with a spherical curvature ( in the paraxial approximation. the familiar quadratic
phase term noted, for example, by Goodman7 ). whereas the latter does not Thus, the interference is between a plane
wave and a spherical wave, and a holographic lens is thus produced Since the process is carried out with itght of greatly
reduced spatial coherence and the image formed at the output is just the image of an empty aperture. the interference
pattern is essentially noise-free.

A ' j Applicat.on to Tomograph

The grating imaging concept has potential application to tomography. The suggested approach is .hown in Figure .5 We
suppose the volume V to consist of absorbing or scattering material, of rather weak form, that. is, the amplitude transmit-
tance T at any small region in the volume is nearly unity. The transmittance I)(z.j*zl) at an) plane z = z., can be
represented by a Fourier decomposition, which can be approximated by a Fourier series For simplicity of analysis, we
drop as usual the y dimension The transmittance at z =x can then be written

T.(= z:= a. cos (2fn/z +;;,)
n .C(

R-C

Figure 5

We consider one representative spatial frequency component. ancos (2irnf/z- ;;n), and for our analysis, think of it as a
grating, which results in fringes being formed in broad-source illumination when the light passing through the object com-
bines with the other beam The resulting fringe pattern is. using the method of Eq . readily found to be

a,[- cos ',rf, -f1i)Z +rX~f -f,)Zfn+;nJ

with the fringes forming at a plane

"0fi-xf.

For a 3-D object, each plane of the object will contribute one Fourier component to this detection plane, in accordance
with Eq. 12. The reconstruction of the object distribution from these fringes is thus a two-fold task First, the fringes have
to be detected. This is done by scanning the interference pattern in each of V different planes The fringes are of low con-
trast, but because of the incoherence of the illumination, the SNR is quite high Thus. the detection is done with a low-
noise detector. The data gathered is then digitized and processed by computer, which has the task of Fourier analyzing
the data and reassembling the Fourier components in the proper way, that is, with the proper phase ;,, and with all the
Fourier components belonging to the object slice at z, (which are distributed one at each data plane) being gathered and
then added. In this manner, the image is computer-constructed plane by plane

The optimum spacing between the sample planes at the output will depend on the size of the source The source size
determines the degree of fringe localization, and therefore, the separation between planes that carry different fringe pat-
terns. If the sample spacing is too small, the same Fourier components will be measured at adjacent planes If the sample
spacing is too large, data will be missing It would appear, then, that resolution in depth depends on the source coher-

- ence; the more incoherent the source, the better will be the resolution in depth On the other hand, the less coherent the
source, the fewer will be the number of Fourier components that materialize dt a given output plane. and the ,4redter will

.* be the number that do not. The latter will contribute to a bias background thus producing lower signal contrast

' Equation 11 shows the fringe formation process to be wavelength dependent, so monochromatic radiation should be
used On the other hand, for the case f =f the X-dependence disappears Therefore, there is the possibility of

,w" .. • - , -". "" ,' - .' . " -""-
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achromatizin the data gathering process by continually changing one of the gratings, so that each Fourier component in
turn becomes achromattzed The set of Fourier components throughout the entire project plane that are thus simul-
tdneoulsy achromatized are not the ones that appear in a given output plane. since the achromatzed ones are f = i. the
same for each object plane, whereas the ones that form at a given plane. as given by Eq. '2. are different for each plane.
Thus. only one Fourier component ,t a time can be detected, rather than a set, and to obtain all the Fourier components.
a scan must be made through N different output planes for each selected value f I

This method of tomography appears to have many interesting extensions, and will be explored further

This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (grant :AFOSR 81-0243) and by the National Sci-
ence Foundation (.rant ECE-790-1 C47).
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Construction of Diffraction Lenses in Non-Coherent Light
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Construction of Diffractive Optical Elements in Non-Coherent Light

E. N. Leith, G. Swanson and S. Leon

The University of Michiqan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Methods are described for producing optical elements, such as grating and lenses, in
light of reduced temporal or spatial coherence. The preferred interferometer for producing
fringes in light of low coherence is one formed from diffraction gratings. Consi -able
more noise reduction is achieved.

introduction

Optical elements are increasingly being made by interferometric means. The optical
elements we describe here fall into two classes, diffraction gratings and lenses.
Diffraction gratings made by optical interference methods are now offered as commercial
products and the market share of this kind of diffraction grating is growing. Lenses made
by interferometric means are also assuming increasing importance. Such elements are
generally known as HOES (Holographic Optical Elements). The grating type are produced from
uniformly spaced fringes, the lenses from fringes of variable spacing.

It has often been believed that such optical'elements could be created only with highly
coherent light, since light of lesser coherence was incapable of producing the required
number of fringes. Not only is this viewpoint in error, but there is in fact an advantage
to making them in light of lesser coherence - a better signal-to-noise ratio (SUR).

Highly coherent light is capable of producing, with ease, many thousands of very fine
high contrast fringes. But light of low coherence can produce just as many fringes, equally
fine, and of very high contrast, and the fringes can be in fact better from an StiR
viewpoint.

There is an adage well-known to those who work with coherent opticss don't let the light
be more coherent than your purpose requires. The greater the coherence, the more
susceptible the optical system becomes to noise, by which we mean spatial noise, which
manifests itself as speckles, bullseye patterns (resulting from Fresnel diffraction by
scattering centers such as dust particles, bubbles, etc. in the system), a general
smudginess, or a jaggedness or waviness of the fringes. This noise is unavoidable in a
coherent optical system, since one can never have an optical system that is perfectly free

from such defects.

We are interested in optical systems that produce the fringes without producing the
noise This means reducing the coherence, but without affecting the ability for fringe
formation. There are interferometers that can accomplish these objectives quite well
indeed.

Spatial and temporal coherence

Coherence is of two kinds, spatial and temporal. Spatial coherence is achieved by means
of a small source. Thus, point sources yield spatially coherent light, whereas extended
sources yield spatially incoherent light. Temporal coherence is achieved by means of a
monochromatic source, hence the term monochromaticity and temporal coherence are often used
synonamously. Temporal coherence is achieved by means of a monochromatic source, whereas
temporal incoherence is achieved by means of a polychromatic source. Completely coherent
light has both spatial and temporal coherence. For the best noise reduction, light should
be incoherent both ways.

Uniform fringes, used in grating formation, can be produced by light that is either
spatially or temporally incoherent, and even with light that is completely incoherent.
Nonuniform fringes, required for the production of other kinds of diffracted optical
elements, generally requires ote type of coherence but not the other kind.

Intense light having both temporal and spatial coherence became available only with the
laser. But the laser has also made available, for the first time, intense light that is
spatially incoherent, but temporally coherent, as well as light that is spatially coherent,
but temporally incoherent. These two additional kinds of light should not be regarded as
merely semidegenerate cases of the completely -coherent case, but as light types that havet heir own unique characteristics. The former type is easily produced by passing a laser

beam through a coherence spoiler, such as rotating ground glasss the latter type is

=moo
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produced by sweeping a dye laser through its tuning range.

Interferometers for incoherent fringe formation

In general, interferometers can be adjusted so as to form fringes in broad source
illumination. In the days before the laser, this was the typical way of operating an
intoerferometer. Figure I shows a Mach Zehnder interferometer, which splits a light beam
into two parts and recombines them downstream. Broad source operation is achieved when rays
originating from the Syme point in the beam that enters the interferometer are recombined at
to- output. Bennett showed in 1951 that the number of fringes that are achievable is
r..ated to the source size by

N - 1/2(AG)2  (1)

where A9 is the source subtense at the collimator; this is the measure of source size. This
equation shows that the source can be as great as a few degrees and still produce thousands
of fringes, which is far mare than enough fringes for most applications, but is often very
insufficient for the construction of optical elements; for example, a grating or a
diffraction lens might require 100,000 or more high contrast fringes.

;00
L 1

es
s 0 M.

*S LC M
Figure 1. Mach Zehnder interfercmeter with Figure 2. Grating interferometer. S, source;

broad source illumination. S is source L, lens; G1 ,G,, gratings; P, output plane.

In pre-laser days Eq. (1) was not a practical limitation, since the chromatic limitations
were much worse. A typical pre-laser monochromatic source, such ds the low pressure 100
watt mercury arc source has sufficient temporal coherence to produce only about a thousand
fringes.

More suitable for the generation of the enlarged number of fringes is an interferometer
formed from diffraction grgtings; Figure 2 shows such an interferometer, as described in
1949 by Weinberg and Wood. 0, is a diffraction grating that produces a .1 and a -1 order,
and preferably no other orders. The upper beam passes through grating G2 , emerging as the
-1 order of 2 -. Similarly, the lower beam emerges as the .1 order of'G 2. e two beams are
thus brought together, producing interference. This interferometer has some remarkable
broad source and polychromatic source fringe formation capabilities.

in a typical interferometer, the formation of fringes- is accompanied by path differences
generated between the two interfering beams. In Figure 3, we show two beams, 1 and 2,
combining at an angle, thus producing fringes. Suppose that at point A on plane P the two
beams have traveled the same path length from the source. The interference at A is then
called the zeroth order bright fringe. At point 8, the one beam is delayed by A/2 (one-half
wavelength) and the other advanced by A/2, so that we get the first order bright fringe.
The number of fringes is thus n - 1/1 where I is the coherence length of the light, which is
related to the spectral bandwidth by AR -

1
o
2
/ax.

IP 2

Figure 4. interference fringes.

F4iqure 3. Interference of two waves. aft-coherent; riqht-incoherent.
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in the grating interferometer, however, the fringe generation is produced without change
of path length between the two beams. Inspection of Fiq. 1 shows that the two beams combine
everywhere in the fringe plane P with no path difference whatsoever. Thus, it would appear
that an almost unlimited number of fringes, limited only by the grating aperture, is
obtainable with perfectly white light. First order analysis confirms this, although higher
order analysis shows that there are limitations, although for the symmetrical arrangement,
Where G2 has twice the spatial frequency of G1 , the achromatization is perfect to all orders

* of approximation.

We offer a simple explanation for the achromatization. Each wavelength component of the
source makes its own fringes independently of the other compor -s. We require only that
each A make fringes of the same periodicity and that all sets f fringes be in registry.
The fringe spacing is determined by two factors, the angle at which the two beams combine,
and the wavelength. The longer wavelengths are diffracted at higher angles by G, and G,
and therefore they combine at P at greater angles, in just the right amount to compensale
for the longer wavelength. Theory shows that fringe position is independent of At hence the
fringe patterns for all wavelengths are in registry. However, we do not have a
corespondingly simple heuristic argument for this.

Similarly, the interferometer can form fringes under broad source illumination, without
the limitation of Eq. (1). For a given source size, the number of fringes is limited only
by the size of G, and G2 , and for the symmetrical configuration of Fig. 2, the source size
can in theory be large without limitation; however, practical considerations, such as
grating imperfections, will limit the size to a subtense angle of perhaps 10, which is
indeed a very large source.

Figure 4 shows fringes produced by the grating interferometer of Fig. 2, under point
source illumination and broad source illumination. The vastly higher fringe quality for the
noncoherent case is evident. Appropriate recording of the fringe pattern of Fig. 3b will
result in a very noise-free grating.

Gratings for most uses should be blazed so as to concentrate the light into a single
order. To produce a blazed grating by interferometric means, the fringes should have a £

brightness profile other than the simple sinusoidal profile produced by two-beam
interference.

We suagest how this can be done (Fig. 5). As before, we have two gratings in tandem.
with each grating producing many orders. If grating G1 produces N orders and G2 produces 14

orders, then there will be N1 diffracted orders, although some may be degenerate; for
example, if G2 has twice the periodicity of G1 , the beam formed by the +1 order of G1 and the

-1 order of G2 will have the same propagation direction as the beam formed by the -1 order
of GA and the zeroth order of G2 • As these beams propagate they combine in different ways,

with different phase relations, to produce a resultant that is different at different
u. planes.

I- F --- F -- F -- I

LF- 0 0_
0, -0 LQ L,0

1P __4 I~- 2F ---- 4

Figure S. Gratings with~ spatial filtering. Figure 6. HOE-forming system.

*For coherent light, the beams always combine coherently, and *will generally produce
fringes of high contrast. If the grating interferometer is illuminated with spatially
incoherent light, the result is even more complex. in some planes all beams will combine
coherently, even though the illumination is incoherent. The fringes in these planes will
therefore be of high contrast.

How, let the source, normally at the focal plane of a collimating lens, and therefore at
infinity as seen by the gratings, instead be at a position such that the source is imaged
just downstream from the second grating. At this position, a source image is formed for
each of the myriad of beams produced by the two gratings. If the source extension is
moderate, so that adjacent images do not overlap, we have the possibility of spatial
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filtering. We can block certain images completely with stops, we can attenuate them
by means of a grey scale mask, and if we become sophisticated, we can alter the phase by
means of phase plates. By selecting the fringe profiles of the gratings, by
judicious design of the spatial filtering masks, and by selection of the place of
observation of the fringes, we can exercise considerable control over the profile of the
fringe patterns. Indeed if we could completely control both the phase and amplitude of the

Mspatial filter mask, we could achieve any desired intensity profile for the fringes, and the
degree of spatial incoherence thus allowed would result in considerable noise reduction
compared to the case of coherent illumination. And because the beams combine coherently,
the fringe contrast would be high.

A special case of this type of fringe formation process, in which both gratings are of
the same periodicity and the fringes are observed at infinity, that i0, at the focal plane
of a lens, was described in 1949 and became known as Lau imaging.f Hore recently, the
fringes formed in incoherent light by two gratings i0 tandqm hve been described as grating
images in which the first grating is imaged by the second.1

,
2 The diffracted orders of the

first grating represent the Fourier series components of thn grating transmittance, and the
diffracted orders of the second reate to what may be termed the transfer function of the
second grating, considered as an imagioig device. The Fourier romponents of grating G1 are
thus the components that, when they reach the observation plane, become the Fourier
components of the fringe patterns thus formed. These componantv have been modified by a
transfer function produced by the entire process, the free space propagation of the
components, the modification by the second grating, -nd by the spstial filter mask we have

" inserted. This viewpoint is useful in describing the noise reduction. capability of the
process. The object (grating G ) has a Fourier spatial frequency spectrum that consists of
discrete frequencies, harmonically celated, and the system transfer funct on ji a Comb
filter, that is, a filter whose passband consists of only discrete harmonicatS rlatedspatial frequencies that match those of the object. Noise, which has a continuous and

rather flat, or uniform, spatial frequency spectrum. is thus almost completely rejected by
* the transfer function.

Thus, incoherent light in combination with a grating interferomerer has the capability
for producing, by interferometric means, diffraction gratings that are comparable to those
produced by interference of coherent light, while having a lower noise background.

Diffraction lenses

Next we consider the production of diffraction lenses by interferometric means. The
basic idea is that the interference between two spherical waves of different curvature
(e.g., between a plane wave and a spherical wave) results in a structure akin to a Fresnel
zone plate, where the kringe spacing is not uniform, but rather, dec-ieases steadily. The
zone plate, like a lens, focuses an impinging beam of light. Alternatively, the two beam
interference pattern can be considered as an elementary hologram. When a hologram is
illuminated with a duplicate of one of the two beams that produced it, the hologram
regenerates the other beam. Thus, a hologram made by interference between a plane wave and

.ea spherical wave can be either a collimating lens or a lens that images a collimated beam to
a point image.

The diffraction lens, or holographic lens, or HOE lens, is becoming increasingly
important, although it does not, compete head-on with the refractive lens, unlike the
holographic gratinq, which does compete directly with the conventional ruled grating. But
the HOE does find various niches, where it offers special advantages over the refractive
lens.

The interference process is subject to the same noisiness that plaques the construction
process for gratings. One would like an interference process that can produce interference
between two waves of different curvature, using light that is either spatially or temporally
incoherent or both. However, the grating interferometer process thus described yields only
uniform fringes. Can a process be found that will produce the required tens or hundreds of
thousands of fringes using light of low coherence?

This problem was addressed by Swanson, then a member of our laboratory.
6  

Again, a
grating interferometer was used, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, three qratinqs are in tandem.
This arrangement has several advantages; for examole, between G2 and G, the two beams
travel parallel paths. Also, theory shows that tMe distance dl, between ; and G3, droos
out of the equations for fringe formation; we can let d2 be iny value we choose without
affecting the fringe formation process. Thus, we can open up the spacing and place
appropriate optical systems within. We must be cautious, however, that the optics thus
inserted does not destroy the incoherent light fringe forming capability of the
inter feromet er.C-
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In the lower branch are placed two lenses separated by the sum of their focal lengths,
the telescopic or afocal arrangement. A plane wave incident on the system emerges as a
plane wave, with magnification equal to the ratio of the focal lengths, here taken to be
the same. The upper path contains a single lens, which images the plane wave into a
spherical wave. Each lens images the same plane, P1 , to the observation plane, Pnut, whereSthe beams overlap because of diffraction of the lower bea by G3 . Now, at plan. he
upper and lower beams will, if brought together, form fringes in broad source light in
accordance with the basic theory of grating interferometry. These two planes, in the
process of being imaged to Pout, do in fact combine, and therefore form fringes. we have
three requirements (and one nonrequirement).

1. Both beams should image A with the same magnification, otherwise the corresponding
rays will not combine.

2. Plane P1 should be empty; it should not be a plane where a grating is located,
otherwise the noise on the grating will appear in the fringe pattern.

3. We do not require that both beams have the same optical path length from P1 to
P ut* since the light, being very monochromatic, has a long coherence length.
Thus, the two paths and the lens systems within them, do not have to be accurately
matched.

4. We do, however, require that the free space, or Fresnel diffraction process be
equal for the two beams. This means that the plane P should be equally distant

from the source for each beam. From P1 to Pout, there is only imaging, no Fresnel
diffraction process.

The method is perfectly general; we may place any lens system in either arm of the
interferometer, provided the above conditions are met.

Experimental results are shown in Figure 7. The improved SNR with spatially incoherent
light is overwhelmingly evident. In the actual fringe pattern, the fringes are much too

fine, (about 300 per millimeter) to see except under considerable magnification; hence, to
* produce Fig. 7, a diffraction grating of the same spatial frequency was overlain on the

fringe pattern to produce a Moire pattern; the Moire pattern is in fact what is shown in
- . Fig. 7.

Further work by the authors has shown that high diffraction efficiency is achievable, and
lenses can be constructed for any set of conjugate focal planes, corresponding to either

"" positive or negative lenses.

LC LF

RB

Figure 8. Fourier transformation in
Figure 7. HOEs: left-coherent; right-incoherent, white light. R is red, B is blue.

The seriousness of noise in HOES is compounded by the bleaching process used for
increasing the diffraction efficiency. In the bleaching process, an amplitude variation
t(x,y) is mapped into a phase structure exp(jo(x,y)). Such a nonlinear transformation
increases the noise level. This phenomenon is well known to holographers, who find that
through the bleaching process, a small amount of noise, such as a weak diffraction pattern
on the reference beam, is amplified into a very objectionable noise in the reconstructed
image.

We next ask if HOES can be generated from soatVally coherent polychromatic liqht. They
can indeed. A system given origIally by Katyl for achromatizing a Fourier transform
relation, and extended by Collins' to fit into a grating interferometer, can be used for

- this purpose. The object to be Fourier transformed will then be a curved wavefront. This
Fourier transforms into another curved wavefront, and the reference beam provided by the
grating interferometer then yields a HOE.

SWe describe in a bas.., heuristic way the achromatic Fourier 
transformat..n. We beoin )y

noti ng that the Fourier transform, a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of an object s, always
¢.occurs in the plane where the source is imaged (Fig. R). However, the masK S ienerates new

waves, which project back and form a virtual object which is wavelenoth scaled. We give an
example; let s be a diffraction grating. Light impLnqino on the gratino forns various
orders, which project back to the source plane as additional object ooints. seoarated
laterally from the actual source point. These source points have a separation proportional
to wavelength. Now, the two lenses, Lr, the collimator and Lpn, the Fourier transform lens
together reimaqe the source plane to form the Fourier transf6or. The magnification is N .

" FF/FC, the ratio of Fourier transform and collimator lenses, since the source is at the

...
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focal plane of LC and the image forms at the focal plane of Lp.

To achromatize the process, the magnification M should be inversely proportional to
-wavelength, to compensate for the wavelength dependence at the source plane. We let Lf be a
T zone plate lens, or HOE, as done by Katyl. The HOE has a focal length inversely

proportional to X: Fp F-AOO/X where Pro is the focal length at a wavelength AO. The
result is a Fourier transform with scale independent of A. However, there is instead a
longitudinal dispersion; for shorter wavelengths, the HOE has longer focal length, and the
source image is then farther from the HOE (Fig. 8).

We now invoke the concept of the shift lens. We show (Fig. 9) two lenses, L1 and L2 ,
t separated by the sum of their focal lengths. For all object positions, the magnification is

just the ratio F2 /FI, the ratio of the focal lengths. Next, consider a third lens, L
placed at the common focal plane of LI and L This lens will cause the image to shift
position, but the magnification is unaltered. This can be shown readily by simple algebra.
Alternatively we can argue from physical principles. The lens L is in fact a spatial

" filter, analagous to an electric filter. The operation it performs is linear and spatially
invariant. Therefore, it can introduce no magnification, since if it did, it would not be
invariant, just an electrical filter cannot change the scale of the signal passing through

& it.

6 1 02.04L i? LS 12 02

* 1 L2

7  LS 8
+ __d d,' L'~j

_ 6 II'3 ; i .-

I" Figure 9. Principle of the shift lens. R . I I" ; is red, B is blue.
i e ib Figure 10. The complete system.

This argument should be quite compelling to those who have familiarity with spatial
. filters. Those not convinced by this heuristic argument may prefer just to calculate the

magnification of this three lens system.

If we use a zone plate lens (HOE) for the shift lens, we can produce longitudinal
dispersion, which calculations show will be proportional to wavelength. Alternatively, thealready dispersed image formed by the Fourier transform lens of Fig. 8 can be compensated by

,.this lens system. The total Fourier transform system is the units of Figs. 8 and 9 in
tandem, where Lp and LS are shown as HOES. The broad spectrum Fourier transform is
displayed at P. The compensation is only approximate and is useful only over a small

* bandwidth, say, about 400 angstroms, since LF disperses as I/A, whereas the shift lens
system, Li, L2 , L3 , disperses in proportion to A.

The final step is to insert these optical systems into a grating interferometer without
destroying its fringe forming capability. This requires that both branches of the
interferometer be well matched; thus, both beams of *the interferometer should pass through
all of the lenses. The final system is shown in Fig. 10. The lens LF is combined with the
grating G2 , as a single unit.

In order to form a HOE that acts as an off axis zone plate, or diffraction lens of
positive focal length, we take the Fourier Transform of another zone plate lens of negative
focal length. The HOE thus formed achieves noise reduction in two ways: first, the noise
due to the intervening optical system which is always present when constructing a positive
lens, is smeared due to the broadband nature of the illumination: and second, the point
defects on the original zone plate being -ourier tansformed are smeared, due to the property
of reciprocal spreading inherent in e Fourier transform process, that is, a point
scatterer, which represents a concentration of noise, is spread by the Fourier
transformation process into a low level noise of broad extent.

The capability for producing either gratings or HOES in light of reduced coherence is, we
believe, of importance for applications where low noise optical diffraction elements are
required. Can a HOE be made in light that is both spatially and temporally incoherent? At
this time, we have not found a solution.

This ork was supported by the National Science Foundation (grant NSF-G-ECS-8212472) and
the Air Force (grant AFOSR 81-0243).
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Miscellaneous

13.1 Journal Articles

During this reporting period, 9 journal articles were

published (or prepared for publication but not yet published (or

* prepared for publication but not published).

13.2 Papers presented at symposia.

Most of the work described here was presented at symposia,

*. primarily OSA and SPIE.

13.3 Persons associated with this effort

E. N. Leith (PI)

G. Collins (graduate student)

Y. Cheng (graduate student)

S. Leon (graduate student)

G. Swanson (graduate student)

I. Khoo (Professor of Physics at Wayne State University)

Ht. Chen (Professor of Physics at Sagninaw Valley State College)

13.4 Doctoral dissertation "Temporally and Spatially Incoherent

Methods for Pourier Transform Holography and Optical Information

Processing," by Gleen D. Collings, 1983.
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